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A year goes by. Students matriculate munity. We have also witnessed our nation
and graduate, games are won and lost, tests struggle to understand itself, to remember
are passed, wars are fought, memories are its heroes and stand with dignity before
made, and LEGENDS live on in infamy. The the rest of the world. Looking back at the
ebb and flow of life at Santa Clara University 1960s, an era of revolution, of avant-garde
has been chronicled for more than a century thought, and defiant MODERNISM, it is clear
by The Redwood, each year comprising a we are not the first, nor will we be the last,
new and DYNAMIC chapter in the history generation to suffer these growing pains.
of our school. Santa Clara has been telling Forty years ago, writers, artists, archi-
its story through its students, faculty, admin- tects, and designers all strove to speak for the
istrators, and friends since 1851, and long YOUTH of the era, to record the evolution of
after we're modern society. Knowing that history repeats
gone it will itself, that we would do best to remember the
continue struggles and triumphs of the past, it is our
to be told, goal to document this year of CHANGE and
rewritten, growth, to recall our forebears and leave a
and retold. well-lit path for our successors. College life
This may be short, but it's nothing if not SWEET
year we've and every moment worth remembering,
watched Every year is a crease, a footnote, a wrinkle
buildings in time. Here is one more CHAPTER, one
rise up in our midst, WELCOMED new and more wrinkle in the life of Santa Clara.
visiting students into our homes, and striven










a HOME AWAY FROM HOME FOR DISPLACED STUDENTS
Steven Kashishian was looking forward to begin- as a Louis Armstrong tune:
ning his junior year at Loyola University, New Orleans. PARDON THE SMILE ON MY FACE MY FRIEND
He and his friends, living in a house five minutes away DREAMIN' OF REACHIN' MY JOURNEYS END
from campus, had been spending their last week of sum- I'M HEADIN' STRAIGHT FOR MY HEARTS DESIRE
mer reveling in their reunion with Bacchanalian gusto. GEE, IT'S GOOD TO KNOW I'M NEAR THE HOME
Theirs WAS a city spiced with jazz and jambalaya, its FIRE
pulse thrumming to the syncopated rhythm of street- At 11:30 am he was roused by a hand on
cars named desire clackety-clacking down streets drip- his shoulder and a voice calling his name. It was his
ping with Bourbon; a sultry city where Cajun and Creole friend Andy: Hurricane Katrina had shifted course,
cultures COALESCED in a symphonical cacophony of was leaving Florida, and would soon make landfall
feathered masks, gyrating bodies, and pre-Lenten de- in LOUISIANA. And there was more. With winds
bauchery; a Southern belle bedecked in a kaleidoscope whipping through the atmosphere at up to
of multicolored beads and multicultural peoples. 155 mph, Katrina had grown up into hellion of
COLLEGE life wasn't too shabby in the Big Easy, a hurricane, a full-bodied Category Four. And
and the students knew it. "I may be from Jersey, but I this tempest had a temper,
consider myself from New Orleans," said Kashishian. They had to evacuate. Immediately.
After two years, it was home. "I had my car there, so we were gon-
At around three o'clock in the morning on Satur- na get like nine of our friends out of there,
day, August 27 he flipped on the television to track the and their brothers and sisters. So I called my
progress of the most recent hurricane, a Category One parents and told them I was goin' to Florida
storm hovering near Florida but so far uninspired by the and my parents told me I was crazy for going
Louisiana coastline. Thinking his city was safe, he sank that far," said Kashishian.




Loyola defies the storm's destruction
and awaits the return of its students
in the winter.
TULANE
The second semester comes with
attempted normacy as students
return to the Tulane campus.
Like more than a MILLION Gulf Coast
residents, he and his friends were forced to
abandon their home.
Unplug refrigerator; lug electronics
upstairs; fetch bottled water; stuff clothes into
backpack; go. This process was nothing new
in Hurricane Alley, even for an out-of-towner
like Kashishian. Assuming that Katrina would
turn aside like Ivan had the year before, he
and his housemates prepared for a short so-
journ, thinking they'd err on the side of safety.
"I always knew that kind of thing could
happen, but I didn't think it would happen
while I was in college," said Kashishian. It was
a sunny day, clear-skied and temperate. The
duct-taped the back windows of his car, pitet
in, and set out for what they assumed was i
mere hiccup in their end-of-summer festivi
ties.
Sixteen hours, nearly 900 miles, anj
five Red Bulls later, the caravan of wearj
EVACUEES reached Miami Beach. Foil
days, innumerable beers, and one havoc
wreaking hurricane after that, they realize*
they wouldn't be going back home to Loyola.
Looking back on the impromptu bead
holiday, the corner of Kashishian's mout|
twitched into an irony-laced half-smile. Shak
XAVIER UNIVERSITY, NEW
ORLEANS
Xavier suffered tremendous water
damage with the onslaught of the
hurricane. Only a handfull of people
remained during the fall quarter, but




PEOPLE IN THE GULF REGION










g his head as if in disbelief, he said, "It was actually one of
e best weeks of my life except for the fact that we didn't get
; go home. I was watching the news and we didn't know it
as going to be that bad, we just thought we were going to be
ack in a week. It was pretty depressing. ..but we tried to make
e BEST of it."
Of course, his story is not unique. An estimated 75,000
Dllege students had been displaced from New Orleans by
urricane Katrina.
LL OF THE FOLKS THAT I LOVE ARE THERE
SOT A DATE WITH MY FAVOURITE CHAIR
'ITH EVERY STEP EVERY HOPE GROWS HIGHER
IDN'T KNOW HOW MUCH I MISSED THE HOME FIRE
In response to this, Santa Clara, like hundreds of uni-
jrsities across the country, decided to open its doors and pro-
de these students with a home and an education while their
/vn schools recovered.
According to Doctor Phil Kesten, associate provost for
e RLCs, "Once we knew how badly people in the Gulf re-
on were in need of help and SUPPORT. ..many folks from
:ross the campus participated in the planning." More than
ty students, including Steve Kashishian, took Santa Clara up
t its offer, most from Jesuit schools like Tulane and Loyola
jt including a few from Xavier and Dillard. The university also
aived tuition and fees for the fall quarter for visiting students,
^proximately $9,633. Room and board were waived on a
ase-by-case basis. hm
"For the time you are with us, wehoDevoull^ Psider
is YOUR university," Jeanne Rosenberger, vice provost for
udent life, told the students.
But the outreach extended far beyond tuition. Trans-
portation from the airport to campus was arranged for students
and their FAMILIES; space was made in on-campus accom-
modations for nearly all of the students, while the school found
a house for eight of the visiting
women just off campus; coun-
seling and advising services
were made available; shop-
ping excursions were arranged;
skateboards were given to the
students and a one-time-only
seminar called "Skateboard Eti-
quette 101" was offered. The ad-
ministration ENSURED that the
students wanted for nothing.
"We got a whole lot of
stuff, for example, school supplies, and made it available to
them, free for the taking," said Kesten. "We had offers of do-
nations of clothes and other items, which we passed on to
them directly. We made runs to places like Target for them to
buy things they needed. I believe we also outfitted the rooms
with sheets and such, and for the students i n the off-campus
house, we installed cable and internet."
In order to promote a sense of COMMUNITY and soli-
darity, a Gulf Coast Students Family Room in, fittingly, Casa.
Complete with kitchen, living room furnished witf^a TV and
DVD player, study room, and an ever-replenished stock of so-
das and snacks in the refrigerator the fifty New Orleans stu-
dents have used the space just as it was intended: as a family
room in their California home away from home.
STEVEN KASHISHIAN
Surveying Silicon Valley from
the top of Swig, New Orleans
students become acquainted
with their new home.
STUDENTS SPEAK
I Several student clubs hosted a
forum in which individuals could


























As the streets are being drained,
buildings still stand tall and proud,
ready to welcome the Southerner's
return.
A SAN FRANCISCO TREAT
New Orleans students use their
temporary exile as an opportunity to
do a little sight-seeing by the Bay.
HAUNTED BALL
The CSO's sponsored a charity
dance to support rebuilding New
Orleans and celebrate Halloween
with the visiting students.
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In addition, the university's Board of Trustees estab-
shed the "Katrina Visiting Students Fund" to help students
ay for schoolbooks and incidentals. Student organizations
Iso did their part to embrace the newcomers by HOSTING
\/ents like Students Speak: Perspectives on Katrina, a speak-
asy allowing students to opine on issues from the govern-
lent response, racism, ecological repercussions, and poverty,
rid the Haunted Ball, a charity event to raise money for the
urricane Disaster Relief Fund.
And none of this GENEROSITY was lost on the
sitors.
"They've treated us amazing, everyone's been really
ice," remarked Kashishian. "They gave us a bunch of money
» go to the malls with and gift cards were donated to us and
e got longboards the other day.. ..I don't know what else they
Duld have done. They even paid for two people to fly back...
hey're doing EVERYTHING, I don't know, except for ending
le construction in front of McLaughlin."
Dawnyel Verret, another junior from Loyola, told report-
rs she was warmly welcomed at the school. "I wouldn't take
back. I honestly wouldn't" She added that she also enjoyed
iscovering Mexican food.
HE NOISES, THE TV, THE RUSTY OLD PIPES
HE CAT ALWAYS TEASIN' MY DOG
HE NEIGHBORS, THE QUARRELS, THE SCREAMING OF KIDS
OR THE FIRST TIME IN YEARS I'LL SLEEP LIKE A LOG
However, despite the warm welcome offered to these
tudents, it was understood from the beginning that in Janu-
ry the visitors would be returning back to their home institu-
Dns. According to Kesten, "All of the school presidents that
>ok students from New Orleans agreed that there would be
o poaching" or recruiting the displaced men and women to
ansfer permanently.
But even if the administrators were on the prowl, most
f the visiting students agree that they're READY to go home,
to rejoin their friends and get back to life in New Orleans.
Kashishian regretted "the fact that I lost one-eighth of
my college time in New Orleans, which is a neat place, prob-
ably the coolest place ever, really. I just regret losing out on
a semester because every semester is WORTH its weight in
gold. I would give up anything, and I think most of my friends
would agree."
With Mardi Gras to look forward to in February, many
hope to return to the New Orleans they knew and loved, to
liberate it from the past tense and restore it to its pre-Katrina
vibrancy.
Even though three feet of water flooded his house, most
of his belongings were destroyed, garbage and debris smeared
the streets, and the stench of spoiled food still HAUNTS the
building, Steven Kashishian returns with an indefatigable opti-
mism about his last three semesters in his adopted hometown.
"I think there's a lot of strong people who want to bring the city
back. People have been living in New Orleans a long time,
so they're going to bring it back. ..I think it's gonna be a really
vibrant, different place when we get back."
Theirs is a city SPICED with jazz and jambalaya, its
pulse thrumming to the syncopated rhythm of streetcars named
desire clackety-clacking down streets dripping with Bourbon; a
sultry city where Cajun and Creole cultures coalesce in a sym-
phonical cacophony of feathered masks, gyrating bodies, and
pre-Lenten debauchery; a Southern belle bedecked in a kalei-
doscope of multicolored beads and multicultural PEOPLES.
Their city, their home, IS.
HEAVEN IS WAITING FOR ME, MY FRIEND
SEVEN OR EIGHT DREAMS AROUND THE BEND
AND IF YOU'RE EVER IN TOWN INQUIRE
WE'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOU SHARE THE HOME FIRE
WE'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOU SHARE THE HOME FIRE.
FEATURES©
taking over
IMMERSION AND STUDY ABROAD
world
London, Florence, Barcelona, Ecuador, El Salva- dents to continually challenge
dor. Every year, Santa Clara University students travel all themselves and discover
over the world, ENHANCING their education and expanding their vocational calling in life,
their views on various world cultures and traditions. Travel- These trips are all DIF-
ing abroad, either to study or help those in need, helps stu- FERENT, but the underlying
dents apply their educations to a global classroom and to goal is the same - to help those in need and learn about our-
gain appreciation for what they already He at Santa Clara, selves in the process. Students who travel to TIJUANA help
Santa Clara offers week long IMMER-
SION trips during the summer and between-term
breaks. These excursions provide students with
the opportunity to learn from poor communities in
California, Mexico, New Mexico, Florida, Ecua-
dor, EL SALVADOR, and thisyear in response
to HurriHBe Katrina, Newl lis. The immer-
sion trips are run by the DI^B WER program at
Santa Clara. Michael Coyler, the staff organizer, GIVING BACK
Senior Dinah Stephens and
explains the benefit and FEELING of working Sophomore Aisiinn Wyatt
connect with a family in the
on immersion trips: "The most striking aspect September 2005 immersion
of immersion trips is that we, who imagine our- tnp t0 El Salvador-
build two houses for the poor, working directly
with the Mexican families and try to understand
the conditions of poverty in the country. Theo
Dykzeul, a sophomore, traveled to Tijuana over
Thanksgiving BREAK. "Going to Tijuana was
good for me in that I was able to experience a
culture, rather than learn about it. That in itself
opened my eyes and made me realize that I do
not feel guilty, rather I feel grateful for the LIFE I
live and the many opportunities I have," he said.
A more local immersion experience
takes students in East Palo Alto, where they
selves as having so much to offer, are offered much more than are placed in an elementary school, a job-training cen-
we could ever GIVE. I am consistently humbled by the intelli- ter or a community-B fcing center all through the Ecu-
gence, strength, faith, and resolve of poor people -people who menical HUNGER ^^^ram. These students bring the
do not have access to the opportunities and resources that sur- community of East Palo Alto together while hopefp




The Ecuador Immersion group in
September of 2005. SCU students
had the opportunity to visit the site
where six Jesuits were martyred in
1 989 for their efforts for peace.
KNOCKING DOWN WALLS
Connecting with the locals as stu-
dents built houses in Tijuana, Mexico
was very important for sophomore
Theo Dykzeul and freshman Kat
McNeil.
FORMING BONDS
Junior Maired Burke and s*enior
Harjeet Sekhon play with children.
Santa Clara students are able to
volunteer their time and gain an




During fall break, juniors Ginny Sidell,
Julia Niles, Brian Kelly, Mary Kate
Banchero, and Chris Proctor met in
Paris. They spent the break reconnect-
ing with friends and touring the city.
EXPLORING THE ALPS
Juniors Amanda Holtz, Galen Smith
and Kristen Swenson studied abroad
in Florence but took a quick trip to the
Swiss Alps. They show off their tradi-
tional hand-knit ear-flap Swiss hats.
THE LAND DOWN UNDER
Studying abroad in Australia, junior
Ross Dakin takes his time to get to
know the local wildlife. Ross traveled
all over Australia during his studies.
24 FEATURES
All of the immersion trips provide students insight into themselves in a CULTURE and learn the native language,
how PEOPLE of other communities are afflicted by poverty. For instance, students can visit the Uffizi gallery in Florence or
As Colyer noted, "Perhaps the best part of any immersion the Sistine Chapel in Rome and see the PAINTINGS they just
trip is the friendships that are formed between our group and learned about in class. Those interested in political science
the community that hosts us. ..These trips teach us about the or international business can likewise gain a sophisticated
REALITY of the world and remind us of what's
really important. They clarify priorities and give
us the ability to see the world with new eyes."
In addition to immersion trips, Santa
Clara offers many opportunities to STUDY
ABROAD. The University offers programs in
London and in El Salvador through Casa de
la Solidaridad. However, many students opt
to work through the school's affiliated PRO-
GRAMS such as Arcadia, BorderLinks, CIEE,
DIS Denmark, Gonzaga-in-Florence Year, IES,
THREE OF A KIND
Junior Hillary Tone, visits Por
tugal, with students she met
from Illinois Wesleyan and
Wagner. Meeting new people
Loyola Rome Center, School for Field Studies, brought new experiences.
Syracuse University, and The Beijing Center.
ThroughtheseAFFILIA
understanding of new governments that will
make them invaluable to future EMPLOYERS.
In addition, studying abroad allows
students to cultivate new perspectives. Living
overseas makes many question and wonder
how they live so DIFFERENTLY at home, and
students are inevitably changed when they re-
turn. Hillary Tone, a junior who studied in Ma-
drid, reported while still abr« | "I would defi-
nitely say that even though ^fflss W^U a lot,
being able to study and travel in Europe has
been the most AMAZIN™experience. I know
that nothip will ever intimidate me again after
moving to a huge city like Madrid and speaking a complete-
l\MkiiHBHt langJige not only in my classes, but with my
ost JMSily, my friend^Hnd in the city in general
,
stu#nts travel all overthe world,
studying in locations such : s Rome, Madrid, LORENCE,
and Sydney. In addition, Santa Clara offers Summer Pro-
grams in Verona, Durham, Normandy, El Salvator, and Cuba. fiM adjusting to a COMPLETELY different lifestyle, I can
Study safely say that I will return to US with a much more worldly
abroad both and grounded perspective, and my only regret, of course,
expands aca- is that I can't stay longer. But at least I have the motiva-
demic oppor- tion and necessary knowledge to return in the FUTURE!"
tunities and al- For students like Tone, study abroad and immersion
lows students trips at Santa Clara are great opportunities for growth and ex-
to immerse perience in the vast world beyond the Santa Clara campus.
WEEKEND GETAWAY
Juniors Christy Candoo and
Neal Teutsch overlook one of Ven-
ice's many canals. While studying in
Rome, Christy has traveled all over
Italy and Europe. FEATURES 25
ON STAGE
Students David Coad (front) and
Russell Mangan (back) perform in
Mary Zimmerman's
Metamorphoses.
Photography by Sue Johnson
Light hits the ground. A connection forms.
Heavy, dew-dropped peaches bask in summer rays.
Warmth weaves through bodies. Wet streets. There
is a mother walking with her child. LOVE, white and
pure caresses tiny heart beats. Always moving. Light
winding down streets. Laughing children. LIFE A couple
waits at a table. Always waiting. Wear your high-heels
tonight, he'll love them. Ding-Ding. The bell rings and
it is over. She wears yellow. Her name is GRACE, but
she represents love. She is mother. She is grace. She
loves him. Heavy lead-filled tears escape her almond
eyes. Explosive.Tears propel freely down her cheek.
Light spills over. Love-white and pure caresses every-
thing. Yellow. Grace is yellow. The connection forms.
Q2Bfeatures
Photography by Sue Johnson
LISTEN
From left to right, students Bailey
Hoffman, Mary Kolesnikova, and
Maren Lovgren discuss their plans.
LAUGHTER
The actors fawn over each other
in Metamorphoses directed by
Michael Zampelli.
Each year at Santa Clara University students
n the Art, Theater, and Dance departments grace us
vith their PERCEPTION. Currently, there are a total of
)0 students registered as Art and Art History majors,
and 99 students registered as Theater and Dance
najors with such numbers one can FEEL the person-
o-person connection of these small departments.
This fall, seniors Robert Daze, Maureen Walsh,
and Tara Macken directed and choreographed a series
of dance segments THAT ECHOED their intimate rela-
tionships with the art of motion. Senior Dance majors
present their work in the annual Seasonal Recitals.
Students work in small groups as they translate the
BEAUTY of life into dance. Daze states, "I wanted to
FEATURES©
HIGH-HEELS
Elizabeth Foley painted a series of
shoes. She used design elements
such as shadowing to create depth
in her work
RT: THE HUMAN CONNECTION
to make dances about people. In life there is happiness
and sadness, but in this reality we find the beauty of life."
Daze illustrated his life story in the Fall 2005 Dance Fes-
tival. His segment, Life is Beautiful was a symphony of
compassion, death, and
grace ECHOED in move-
ment. He even included
the story of his birthmoth-
er in the choreography of
the solo, / Wish for You a
Beautiful Life. Daze said,
"My main viewpoint has
been that even in the mo-
ments of tragedy or despair
one can always find HOPE.
Dance is a means of cele-
brating this freedom." Solo-
ist Louise Wu illustrated human emotion, passion, and
maternal love through her performance in Daze's first
piece. Her movements were exact, PURE, and strong.
This theme of connectivity is also found in still art
forms. Studio artists display and preserve their emotion
and passion for the world through contextual design.
Studio Art major Kara Chase, is known for her ability to
transform mundane subjects, like FRUITS and vegeta-
bles, into large-scale compositions. Her work imitates
the inherent beauty of her subjects, seen from different
angles. "Studio art al-




of other forms of art as
well as ART history. I
feel that all forms of art




ty," said Chase. She ab-
sorbs the beauty of her surroundings, and uses creativity
to replicate and TRANSFERS that beauty into her art.
Senior Dasha Sakharova, another Studio Art
major, uses the environment to reflect her perceptions
as well. Sakharova predominantly uses landscapes
in her work. In one of her pieces Sakharova recreated
Art, regardless of genre, is
meant as a form of self ex-
pression.
These assemblage piece is
the first in a series of large
scale works that focus on the





Foley deconstructs modern architec-
ture. Her project, Assembling Amer-
ica, was influenced by the design of
buildings in San Francisco.
CALMING
Dasha Sakharova transports the
viewer into new atmospheres with
her work. Her two pieces are con-
nected by a bush in the corner mak-
ing one contiguous landscape.
BASKING IN SUMMER RAYS
Kara Chase paints a large-scale
series of peaches. She states "I hope
that my audience can take away an
appreciation for everyday objects by
seeing them in a different light."
FEATURES 29
the main street of Nizhny Novgorod, Rus- nificance explores the dichotomy in the
sia (her birthplace). "I think any art form lives of four famous American legends
creates a spiritual atmosphere where a in 1953. As they struggle to grasp their
person sinks into an outer world and for- true selves, which lie far deeper than
gets about the craziness of this world. My their elevated, idolized PERSONAS, they
work is the description of concepts and come together for one evening for a hu-
thoughts that are rooted in my thinking," man confirmation as they try and find
said Sakharova. For example her compo- actual significance in their lives." Dono-
sitionofamotherand child walking down a hoe aspired to honor the playwright's
damp street presents the theme of mater- message while developing his own re-





sion of human CON-
NECTION is found in the
theatre. Senior Santina
Moran-Seaborne, a The-
atre and English major,
directed Sure Thing and
Seven Menus by David
Ives for the Fall One Act
Festival. Moran-Seaborne
confronted the reality of
SUBLIME STATE
Santina Moran-Seaborne and
Michael Donohoe embrace after
the final dress rehearsals of their
one act plays.
Donohoe and Moran-Sea-
borne are devoted to work-
ing for and with their peers to
create theatrical represen-
tations of human relation-
ships, and this sympathy is
evident in theirown dialogue:
"What theatre does is it
puts a mirror to reality..."
began Donohoe. Moran-
Seaborne took up where
he left off, adding, "all art
does that, but by basis of
form theater has the poten-
the dating scene and marital world as tial..." and her peer concluded with, "to
she directed Ives' one act plays. From really reach out to a broader audience,
the repetition of sound, in this case a Even abstract theatre is very literal."
waiter's bell, to the positioning and devel- This year, each of the Arts were
opmentof the various characters, Moran- united by attention to movement, visual-
Seaborne used theatricality to express ized through static forms, and identified
the dynamics of human relationships, through human relajjcnships. Through to
Michael Donohoe complemenjd the illumination of an, one perceives the
Moran-Seaborne's work with the play he ultimate expression of human relation-
directed, Insignificance, written by Terry ship. Reflected in this articleis only a small
Johnson. Donohoe chose to direct this selection^ student work. The year's
play because he could visualize how to events a™ include: Senior Spring
represent the relationships present in the Showcases (Studio Art), Images 2006
work. Donohoe focused on two paral- (Dance), and Metamorphoses (Theatre),
lei themes he found in the play: "Insig-
3G FEATURES
FINDING SIGNIFICANCE
Chad Eschman, Anthony Colleo,
and Meaghan Sloane struggle
with their dualistic lives in Terry
Johnson's one act play, Insignifi-
cance.
FIRST DATE
Danny Mastrangelo and Laura
Brown play the roles of Jack and
Ruth in David Ives' play.
PRESSURE
Chad Eschman (Professor)
contemplates conforming to the




NEW YEAR, NEW DEVELOPMENTS
KENNEDY MALL
Just last year, members of the Santa Clara
community held a massive barbeque to bid
FAREWELL to Kennedy Mall before the construc-
tion of the brand new Residential Learning Com-
munity Commons. Now, students embrace the
new facility, which serves as a meeting place for
faculty and students, including new classrooms,
administrative offices, and multi-purpose rooms.
The building is intended to bring the Residential
Learning Community philosophy to the FORE-
GROUND as a place where students can share
space.
"The four buildings in the surrounding area
did not have sufficient community common areas
because they were constructed before the RLC
concept was adopted, only five years ago," said
Jane Barrantes, Director of Auxiliary Services.
The construction of the Commons also con-
tributes to a more cohesive environmental theme
on the campus. The cement mall that once ex-
isted was replaced with a green area more akin
to the grounds surrounding Casa Italiana and
Sobrato.
Moreover, The Board of Trustees chose to
take an ETHICAL stance and instate a policy of
sustainable design and green building concepts
for all new buildings on campus. As a result, the
Commons is adorned with plant life, including a
1VE rooftop and natural lighting. The building is
equipped with bamboo flooring, sunflower seed
furniture^M^ven a countertop made of crushed
"The Commons is our testing zone for these
new technologies," said Barrantes. "It has been
an educational experience for those involved, as
we are finding out who provides these materials
and how DURABLE they actually are.
32 f auR
SCHOTT STADIUM
The Santa Clara baseball team may have
called Buck Shaw Stadium home for almost forty
years, but the team has entered a new era. The
final touches were completed on the $8.6 million
Stephen Schott Stadium in the spring of 2005,
and Stephen Schott THREW the ceremonial first
pitch in the new stadium on April 30 in front of a
sell-out crowd.
The new stadium, located east of the Univer-
sity's Bellomy Fields, across El Camino Real at
Campbell Avenue, includes space for baseball
games, training, practice, and equipment stor-
age. It has a Bronco clubhouse, seating for 1500
people, and a VIP suite. It is also EQUIPPED with
a hitting center with four full-size batting cages.
Members of the baseball team are pleased
with the new facility and agree that it is definitely
a step up from the old one because it is GEARED
specifically toward baseball.
"The new addition is a tremendous boost to our
program," said senior outfielder Jason Mateucci.
"The stadium represents SCU's great tradition
and everything that this program will become."
The baseball team's relocation has also proved
to be beneficial to the SCU soccer team, as it al-
lows Buck Shaw Stadium to be CONVERTED
into a soccer-specific stadium. In past years, the
Bronco baseball and soccer teams competed for
space. Now, Buck Shaw will no longer need to
be redesigned each year for the baseball season
and then converted back for the soccer season.
"We like it a lot because our field doesn't get
torn up in the spring anymore," said sophomore
defender Jessica Whalen. "We can now have our
own place for practice and play all year round."
The new development should contribute to











great tradition and every-






Kennedy Mall shows clear
demolition as tractors tear it
up outside Swig.
MOVING FORWARD
The new construction re-
moved the road that once
existed between Benson




A sign outside the mall indi-
cates the environmental ef-
forts put forth by the Santa
Clara Board of Trustees by
creating a building of sus-




The information desks located
throughout the library offer stu-
dents help in finding reference
materials.
ro BUSINESS
Many students use the computers
in the lab and at surrounding sta-
tions at the library to do research
and write essays .
ANSWERS
Students are able to independent-
ly search for available materials
FEAT
ORRADRE LIBRARY
The Spring of 2005 marked the completion
of Orradre Library's Automated Retrieval System
(ARS), an electronic system providing efficient
storage for materials such as government docu-
ments and periodicals that TEND to circulate less
frequently than most. The system facilitates the au-
tomatic RAPID retrieval of requested items usually
within seven minutes. However, the library project
is far from over, as a new four-story library facility
has yet to be built for Fall 2008.
In the initial planning stages, school officials
concluded that any alternative locations for build-
ing were insufficient and that the present library
SITE is truly best suited for the new four-story
building.
"It was determined several years back that
cmthe Wrrent library site is really at the HEART of
campus and is the best place to build a new facil-
ity," said librarian Liz Salzer. "It is right across from
the Benson Center and close to many residential
buildings and classrooms."
As early as Summer 2006 the site will be
under construction and library staff will be relocat-
ed on campus for the presumed two-year building
period.
Although there is a definite long-term
benefit with the construction, the inconvenience
leaves many current students a bit frustrated with
the PROSPECT of being without the old library.
"Even if the project is limited to the esti-
mated construction period, it is going to incon-
venience so many people, not to mention cause
construction noise right in the center of campus,"
said junior Ryan Purdy.
The ARS is designed to have a CAPACITY
for 900,000 volumes, and will house most of the
present Orradre Library's collections while ser-
vices are provided from an interim campus loca-
tion. The new four-story university library will also
house the departments of information technology
and media services.
"Library resources have become incorpo-
rated with computers and networks, so it will be
MORE convenient for students and staff to have
all three units in one place," said Salzer. "Many of
us are looking forward to having this new facility,
and we are going to try to make this transition as
easy as possible on the students."
FINDING RESULTS
A student receives help find-




Freshman Annie Rovzar attempts
to make a connection between her
remote control unit and the receiver
of the Response System.
BASE OF INNOVATION
Media Services facilitates the
application of media technology to
enhance teaching and learning here
at Santa Clara University.
G5 MAC POWER
The Varsi Multimedia Lab is now
fully equipped with new computers
with advanced video capabilities.
technology:
INNOVATION IN THE CLASSROOM
In an ever-changing world where TECHNOLOGY contin-
ues to grow without end, curious faculty members are enticed
by new technological advances, which they hope INTEGRATE
into the classroom. But who will challenge themselves to put
the time and planning into technology that never goes smoothly
the first time? Who is willing to INCORPORATE technology that
will directly affect the curriculum on a day-to-day basis? Nancy
Cutler, Director of Media Services, justifies these questions well
by saying, "The key is the faculty interest, faculty energy, and
the willingness to try something that might not work." Fortunately,
there are faculty members who have the definite interest, drive,
and excitement who feel that new technology will make learning
FUN. This year, two new types of technology have been installed
to further improve learning. The TEGRITY PEN brings note
taking to another level. The RESPONSE SYSTEM completely
transforms a professor's method of teaching in the classroom.
After this year, students will never have the same learning experi-
ence and the future of education here at Santa Clara University
will be more than simply listening to a lecture and taking an exam.
INNOVATING technology in the classroom is all about
customizing student's personal method of studying. Conven-
tionally learning is attending class, opening a notebook and,
reading handouts, and marching back home to study the notes.
The avant-garde process of learning, however, is the Tegrit
Pen. The professor uses a laptop to show PowerPoint slides,
clicks on links to surf the Web, and opens up Excel spread-
sheets, all of which are projected on a screen for the stud(
It sounds like an ordinary class. But every movement and
action made on the laptop, as well as everything said by the
MM FEATURESUfl J
professor, is RECORDED while students use the Teg-
nty Pen, a remarkable pen with regu^Jik to take
notes on a special notebook. At the end of class, the
professor UPLOADS the recorded lecture to the Web
as, students connect their Tegrity Pen via the USB
port to upload their notes, which are TRANSCRIBED
into the computer. By clicking on a bulleted note, the
students are sent to that precise recorded point in the
lecture to fast forward or rewind. The Tegrity Pen is an
AMALGAM of note taking, watching and listening to
the lecture, and studying.
Dr. James Grainger, a Biology professor, says
using the Tegrity Pen provides "new ways to help
the students learn the material because there is lots
of material to cover, it goes fast, and it is not always
easy to learn. So any additional technology that might
help students is useful." With the entire lecture at their
COMMAND, learning is no longer restricted to a pencil
and paper because the Tegrity Pen has unlocked the
door for students to become more engaged both in the
classroom and at home.
Professors seeking innovative techniques in
learning tackle the Response System because it is a
simple tool with intricate approaches to its use. Students
receive remote CONTROL units equipped with infra-
red capabilities and are connected to the professor's
computer and receiver unit. Tests and quizzes assess
students' understanding, so when multiple choice or
true/false questions are projected on a screen, rather
than using a scantron, students select their answer
using their REMOTE. This new technology requires
active participation, a special attention to the new tool.
By pointing the response control to the receiver unit,
an answer is recorded. Immediately, statistical data
displays the class consensus, who answered what,
the majority answer, and it allows students to compare
their^oswers to others anonymously.^3<
®
Freshman Annie Rovzar uses the Response
System in her Christian Traditions class and reports,
"It's COOL when you have strongly agree and disagree
because you can see where you fit and see how you
are way different than the rest of the class."
In addition, classmates feel more comfortable
and willing to participate, knowing their identities are
hidden, especially those who are shy and never raise
their hands. But when students discover that their class-
mates are thinking similarly to themselves, their inhibi-
tion to raise their hand and speak up lifts because they
no longer feel alone. Every student has MULTI-TIERED
learning abilities, which take on new properties with the
Response System. It FOSTERS discussion because
"it does not waste a lot of class time so you have more
time to discuss," as freshman Meagan Diss believes.
There, professors obtain more information on how the
class is performing and students gain skills that BOL-
STER their confidence and engagement, increasing
their participation.
Santa Clara University has truly leveled up in its
innovation of technology in the classroom. Faculty who
use the new technology are excited and talk about how
their students enjoy the collaboration and pride they
take in their accomplishments. Problems are always
part of the experience when testing new technology,
but SCU encourages students to approach the new
technology in order to EXPERIENCE the engagement
and enhancement afforded by the developing teaching
tools. So far the university has not integrated technol-
ogy 100 percent, leaving room for further ADVANCE-
MENT and improvement. Every Santa Clara student
has the potential to unlock ultimate versions of his or her
basic learning abilities and with even more SOPHISTI-
CATED technology, Santa Clara University appears to
be moving in the right direction.
FEATURES
I
MORE THAN A PEN
Students use the Tegrity Pen to
take notes, get connected to the
recordings, and then go back and
study from them.
TRANSCRIBE THE NOTES
Sophomore Catherine Finigan takes
notes using the Tegrity Pen which
will then be transcribed into her com-
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the review
LITERARY MAGAZINE STAFF
LET'S REVIEW EXECUTIVE DECISION
The magazine reads Thestaff selects, edits, and
through hundreds of sub- publishes a variety of literary
missions, but only chooses and artistic pieces,
a small number of works.
NON-FICTION. Fiction. PO TRY. Art
This is the essence of the 137-year-old Santa
Clara Review, the oldest magazine west of the
Mississippi. Run by undergraduate students who
sift through hundreds of submissions every year, only a hand-
ful of FICTION and non-fiction stories, 20-30 poems, and a
few ART pieces are granted slots in this literary magazine.
As Editor Ben Swanson put it, "You're getting your work pub-
lished in a national magazine." Drop off a non-fiction or fic-
tion piece, send a poem online, mail a photo of your artwork;
students make the magazine what it is, and depending on the
types of work turned in, "an issue will take a certain shape, so
there is an ELEMENT where you're sort of out of control in ho
the magazine is going to look," according to Swanson. With tw
publications each year, each OVERFLOWING with the contr
butions of Santa Clara students and non-students, the Sant
Clara Review is a venue for students to express their creativit
to develop their writing skills with input from their peers, and f(
artists of all media to expose their creations to a public aud
ence in order to garner criticism and, hopefully, accolades.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
u ^8




Brings students together to












Strives for a diverse market-
ing environment through so-
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Associated Students (AS) had a lot on their hands as
ey had a long list of EVENTS and ACTIVITIES planned for
e year. This included a Haunted Ball, self-defense classes,
ne tasting, and the implementation of a University emergen-
' response system. In addition, AS also took on the CHAL-
ENGE of planning relief efforts in the aftermath of hurricanes
id other natural disasters. However, as President James
aCamp notes, "There are some practical things that pass the
current disasters which of course we have to look past." So
finding a BALANCE between regular and charitable activities
was a difficult task, but all in all, AS proved themselves by
being proactive and getting students involved in a wide array
of events and entertainment. According to LaCamp, "EVERY-
ONE is part of Associated Students. That's the whole point of
AS. It's not just the people on the Executive Board or Senate.
Every single student is part of this organization and the goal is
to do whatever the students want." So smile. It's
your AS!
IN THREE, TWO, ONE MEETING ADJOURNED
As Senate Chair Jenny Senate meets weekly to dis-
Moody, is on the air for San- cuss various issues concerning



























MOD is. Vivid Linear Colors Industrialization Geom-
etry Commercialism. Mod is. The REDWOOD Yearbook. The
theme for this year's yearbook was inspired by a 1972 Andy
Warhol poster that CAPTURED the rebellion against norms,
sexual revolution, and avant-garde aesthetic movements. The
essence of mod. Literary, musical, cinematic, and artistic el-
ements have been transposed into the context of the 2005-
2006 Redwood, and these CUES and allusions communicate
the mod-est of ideals.
Editor Krista McNamara took mod and *^™—
"updated it a little bit, making it a little SLEEKER
and a little more MODERN." But the question was
how? How could a group of young men and women conve;
such a complex and intricate movement into a book of memo
ries? With lots of repetition, boxes, and explosive colors, tht
yearbook staff was challenged to take the same Santa Clar<
University we see every day and convey that, from 1966 t(
2006, some things have not really CHANGED. After all, a?
Andy Warhol put it, "Isn't life a series of IMAGES that change
as they repeat themselves?"
IN DESIGN
Designers Gabriel Nojadera
and Anna Eschenburg use










work together to refine their
outdoor skills
BARKADA
Focuses on the Filipino









Teaches students the basics
and advanced levels of box-
ing and tests their skills by
competing nationally.
ChALES
Promotes the personal andM
professional development a)
Latino students in engineer-j




stories for the newspaper.
The Santa Clara (capital "THE") is a student newspaper with
reputation for running quality and in-depth stories on issues that
feet the Santa Clara community. Since 1922, The Santa Clara
is brought a DYNAMIC mix of hard news, opinion, features, and
iorts stories to its readers. And even without a journalism depart-
ent here at SCU, this dedicated newspaper staff CONTINUES to
eet weekly, pitch stories, get press releases and ideas from the
iblic, and try to improve the quality of the paper every week. "We
>n't do our jobs for the accolades," says Editor-in-Chief Jack Gil-
lum. But winning a NATIONAL award for its reporting cer-
tainly is a morale booster for the intrepid staff.
In 2004, Gillum's first year as Chief, the staff's
weekly hours of toil and travail were rewarded with a
Pacemaker Award, the most prestigious honor for a col-
lege NEWSPAPER presented to a mere handful of publica-
tions each year by the American Collegiate Press. Thus,
The Santa Clara has proudly set the "pace" for future stu-












Dedicated to fighting cancer




Serves as the student
branch of the Democratic
party on the SCU campus.
SAN m LA
sccap
RA COMMUNITY A<"ACTION PROGRAM
TAKE A MOMENT
Some members of the
SCCAP team soak in the
scenery on their trip.
JOIN TOGETHER
The SCCAP team spends
quality time together on
their annual retreat.
The Santa Clara Community Action Program (SC-
CAP) spent this year commemorating their history
as a student organization. They sported the slo-
gan "Celebrating 40 years of Service," promoting
their successful work over the past four decades.
Reaching communities from San Jose to San Francisco, SC-
CAP enables student interaction with different populations
and FOSTERS relationships with members of surrounding com-
munities. They have four departments devoted to the issues
of empowerment, homelessness, health and disabilities, and
education and mentoring. "SCCAP has been a CRITICAL part
of my education because it has showed me the impact stu-
dents can have on society," said co-director Meg Hennessey.
The program holds annual events on campus including Sped;
Olympics Soccer and Basketball Tournaments and The Dra
Show. These events have gained INCREASING popularity an
the members of SCCAP hope to see this enthusiasm carried o
in the years to come. Rolling through year forty, SCCAP men
bers recognize that they have a LEGACY uphold and hope 1
















Creates and fosters fellow-
ship through music.
DELTA SIGMA PI
Encourages the study of
business in universities.
DISC GOLF
Provides students with the
opportunity to engage in tt
sport of Disc Golf.
mcc
MULTICULTURAL CENTE
le Multicultural Center (MCC) celebrated its 20th year as
certified Chartered Student Organization by increasing its
:hedule of annual events this year. The MCC has more than
)0 participating members and SUPPORTS nine clubs, includ-
g the Arab Cultural Society, Asian Pacific Student Union,
arkada (Filipino), Chinese Student Association, Igwebuike
an-African), Intandesh (South Asian), Ka Mana'o O' Hawaii,
EChA-EI Frente (latino), and the Vietnamese Student Asso-
ation. At the end of each year, the MCC recognizes the vari-
is clubs for their individual efforts and accomplishments.
"MCC offers a comfortable and OPEN environment to make
everyone feel at home," said director Terrence Boyd. "We look
to start dialogue in the whole campus about race so that peo-
ple from all backgrounds can learn about each other."
For example, each club has the opportunity to display its cul-
ture during the annual cultural show. Club members ENACT
skits, perform MUSICAL selections, and bring in acts from
across the Bay Area to participate in the SHOWCASE. The
shows draw over 300 people to the campus, with families and
friends of players coming from across the country to watch.
"I feel that learning about different cultures allows us
to relate to one another, and the MCC enables people
to express themselves and share," said Boyd.
SHARE A LAUGH FOCUS FORWARD
Representatives of the MCC Terrence Boyd heads up the
clubs meet to discuss activi-
ties for the year.








Designs activiities related to
literature and language to
educate and entertain the
SCU community.
ETHNIC STUDIES CLUB
Supports students in their
academic endeavors in all
areas of Ethnic Studies.
FEMINISTS UNITED
Functions to raise aware-
ness about feminist issues
in the campus community.
GALA
Strives to give social





Swig Hall towers over the Santa Clara campus, an
eleven-story structure perpetually BUSTLING with the com-
ings and goings of students. Well into the wee hours, after
most of the inhabitants have called it a night, the basement
still pulses as the KSCU Deejays continually fill the airwaves.
Midnight to 3 am; 3 am to 6 am; 6 am to 9am. And so it goes.
The rotation continues with the MULTI-GENRE music that rep-
resents Santa Clara's Underground Sound.
KSCU has over fifty DJs in rotation, and along with the
management staff, their collective goal is to uncover new tal-
ent looking for EXPOSURE. KSCU prides itself on avoiding
the top 40 hits recycled on most radio stations, featuring art-
ists such as No Doubt and Death Cab for Cutie before they
blew up on the mainstream airwaves. This year, the station
TAKE IT AWAY, DJ GROUP EFFORT
Matt Pearlman keeps the
KSCU broadcast rolling.
was recognized by the weekly alternative newspaper the Me
which TOUTED KSCU as the Best College Radio Statior
Silicon Valley in 2005. "We venture into new territory, wh
is really what college is about," said general manager Aud
Wede. "The different personalities and ECLECTIC tastes
the staff allow for the expansion of our musical knowledge, <
have taught many of us to appreciate different types of musi
KSCU offers a hands-on radio broadcasting experier
to give students a TASTE of the music industry. Reachinj
large audience in the area, KSCU hopes to uphold their sta
as a popular underground radio station in Silicon Valley.
GERMAN CLUB
An association of SCU
students interested in pro-









Serves to encourage inter-
est in the study of history





while fostering unity and
fellowship for its members.
INTANDESH
This club's main purpose
to expose people to Soutt
Asian cultural traditions at
values.
The Activities Programming Board may be only nine-
>ple strong, but these individuals pack quite a PUNCH.
)king bands, comedians, and other entertainers to perform
the Santa Clara community year after year, there's no tell-
what they will SPRING on the school next.
"We like to keep an element of surprise in our planning,"
i director Amparo Cid. "We have fun SHOCKING people by
r
uiting big name performers to our small Jesuit university."
s year, the team pulled together university-wide events like
PUCKER UP
The Art of Kissing draws a
crowd in the Bronco.
the Art of Kissing, Fear Factor, and Speed Dating,
n addition, they featured concerts by bands such
as Death Cab for Cutie. The events proved to
be HITS, with huge student attendance across the
board. "The Bronco was at MAXIMUM capacity
for the Art of Kissing, so we had to shut the doors," said Cid.
The late-night entertainment of the Art of Kissing was an
educational and amusing show, as students watched their
peers show off various methods of LIP-LOCKING.
The behind-the-scenes team of APB strives to
SPICE up the lives of Santa Clara students in hopes that
everyone will recall at least one of these memorable events
in the years to come.
VISH STUDENT
ION
ides the SCU commu-




among students from Ha-





for the professional world









of Hip-Hop culture through







identify the gender and
race of human bones.







tion among students and
the business community.
MCTV
Dedicated to producing and
showcasing college program-
ming while collaborating with
students across the country.
MEN'S CLUB
Students who enjoy playing
volleyball and compete on a
team against other schools.
MECHA
*i n^criLi"
Creates an environment to
develop identity and aware-




Muslims on campus and iij
crease awareness of IslaflJ
^
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From physics to political science,
anthropology to art history, Santa Clara's
of Arts and Sciences offers
students over 1 ,500 courses to pick from
in thirty-two subject areas. The School
offers majors in Natural
,
So-
cial Sciences, Humanities, and Fine Arts.
All Santa Clara students are required to
at least SAM the array of classes of-
fered by the College of Arts and Scienc-
es by completing the University's Core
Curriculum.
The College's is to create
a learning community that is commited
to looking at the fundamental problems of a
society and to a student's ideas
on how and where they can help change
these problems. Famous graduates from
the of Arts and Sciences in-
clude Brandi Chastain, who graduated in
1991 with a degree in Communication and
now holds a Women's World Cup
title. Gavin Newsom, current mayor
of San Francisco who graduated in 1989
with a BA in Political Science.
from the College of Arts and Sci-
ences are able to enter the working world
well-prepared for myriad opportunities.




pas speaks about the
impact of the Holocaust.
TIONAL SOCIETY
COLLEGIATE
iors and inspire academ-
xcellence and engaged
:enship for a lifetime.
NOVAS RES DIY
Encourages active par-
ticipation in the DIY ethic









the community at SCU
about paintball by encour-
aging teamwork & safety.
PEP BAND
Group plays at many SCU
athletics events and are a





usinesEmbedded in the center of Silicon Valley, it is no SUR-
PRISE that the Leavey School of Business has cultivat- For INSTANCE, Gail Kirby, Professor of Marketing,
ed a reputation for excellence over the last 154 years, formerly worked as a buyer for a large department store on
SINCE the school's founding in 1851, the School of the East Coast. Her experience in the working world adds
Business has offered a comprehensive EDUCATION for a practicality to her command of the classroom. In order to
its students within six academic departments—Account- increase their own KNOW-HOW, students in the business
ing, Economics, Finance, Management, Marketing, and school are encouraged to seek internships with companies
Operations and MANAGEMENT Information Systems, with whom they might consider a career. This EXPERIENCE
Not only do students have the ADVANTAGE of having helps to develop their confidence and establish networking
access to the innumerable resources of the Bay Area, connections with potential future employers. Thus, the Leavey
but many professors are sources of valuable business School of Business provides a well-ROUNDED education for
acumen and real-world experience as well. students heading into the business world.
REAL LIFE
Students gain experi-








Provides majors and non-
majors with the opportunity
to learn political issues.
PRO - LIFE
Promotes awareness and
respect for human life at all
stages of development from
conception until death.
RUFF RIDERS
Fosters school spirit and
offers a lively social environ-




Student branch of the




Educates others and repr

























tale pratices his business
speech.
U DANCE TEAM
)ports the SCU Athletics
lartment by promoting





advance future dental inter-
ests of student and staff.
SCU FINANCE
ASSOCIATION
Connects students and em-
ployers and explores oppor-




Seeks to help students
understand the medical or
graduate school process.
SCU SAILING TEAM
Represents SCU at the




BEST OF THE BEST GETTING TECHIE
This year SCU's School of Engineering students
Engineering ranked 14th in explore the uses of




to explaining and promot-
ing diver education, diver
safety, and diver fun.
SCU TRIATHLON SCUTS MEN'S SHAMROX: IRISH SHOTOKAN KARATfl
TEAM RUGBY DANCE CLUB CLUB
Collegiate athletic team Promotes and plays rugby Combines teaching, learn- Dedicated to teaching tradi-
1
aimed at practicing and on campus. Develops ing, performing, and compet- tional Japanese Karate and t
competing in triathlons. teamwork and rugby skills. ing in Irish Dance. building skills in self-defensi
'
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This year, Santa Clara's School
of Engineering was 14th best
in the country by the US News and World
Reports. This honor has placed
Engineering's program along-
side the UC schools, Cal Poly and Harvey
Mudd, among others. A Santa Clara en-
gineer is prepared over four years to be
innovative, critical, and inventive in his or
her future career. Employers expect our
graduates to have developed a theoreti-
cal foundation with practical,
hands-on experience.
There are four undergraduate de-
gree programs - E Mechani-
cal, Computer, and Civil and General
Engineering degrees have
already proven valuable in the working




of Cirrus Logic and William E. Terry, re-
tired executive vice president of Hewlett-
Packard. Both of these men now show
their gratitude to Santa Clara by
their time and talents to the Markkula
Center Advisory Board. These men realize










ISCU and in the wider










ests and developments in
all areas of sociology.
SASS
Plans events to raise money
and awareness for low inc-
ome students in El Salvador




organ and tissue donation
awareness and registration.
Searching for ones
NICHE in a world of diversity
is at times an exciting, dis-
couraging, blissful, and daunt-
ing mission. To aid in this,
Santa Clara aspires to estab-
lish homes in which students
can grow, learn, and explore.
These Residential Learning
COMMUNITIES (RLCs) link
students to the University en-
vironment. They are a meta-
phor for passion, intellect, and
belonging. Currently there are
a total of nine RLCs, each
with a particular EMPHASIS.
RLCs are designed to con-
nect the social and academ-
ic aspects of student's lives
in a dorm ENVIRONMENT.
Santa Clara's lon-
gest-running community
is Alpha. Alpha focuses
on integrating the HU-
MANITIES into university
life and is best known for
holding Monday afternoon
socials. It aims to HELP res-
idents "understand the mod-
ern world through the lens of
Western culture." This RLCs
famous MONDAY afternoon
socials are an opportunity in
which students can gather to
discuss issues in society. Top-
ics discussed range from pol-
itics to CULTURE. Alpha also
offers its residents the oppor-
tunity to affect change in their
surrounding community. "I
think one of the greatest things
our RLC does is the program
offered to STUDENTS wish-
ing to serve the community.
It promotes the spirit of honor
that our building has sworn
to uphold," stated sopho-
more Kris Hofstra. ALPHA
hopes to engage and develop







This will be the caption. The font is
just an option. This is Arial (Regular)
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SWE
The Society of Women's Engi-
neers unites men and women in
their pursuit of careers in the field.
SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION
This society aspires to create
a community to enrich the stu-
dent interested in sociology.
"
SASS
This' association raises md
ey and awareness for low^
come students in El Salvadi
residential learning communities
Surrounding community by calling
the student look at the world in a
different LIGHT.
On a similar mission, Mod-
ern Perspectives is a community
which actively examines econo-
CHANGING FACE
Kennedy Commons, a new addition to
campus, will serve students with class-
rooms and a common room.
ATIME FOR FOOD
Students gather and share a
Thanksgiving meal.
BENSON DINNER
Benson center hosts a traditional Thanks-
giving dinner for students.
mic, political, and social is-
sues in the contemporary
worlds. This year, Modern
Perspectives offered students
a chance to reflect upon
their ethics, passions, and
life direction at an off-cam-
pus DISCOVER Weekend
excursion in Tijuana Mexico.
This was a time for the stu-
dents to INTERACT, relate,
and learn in the setting of
Mexican culture. "Everyone
there was really humble and
made us FEEL welcome.
The experience made me
appreciate the traditions in
their culture," said fresh-
men Amanda Rodriguez.
For the student inter-
ested in the sciences or Italian
heritage, thereisda Vinci. Born
on the upper floors of Swig
Hall with the name "ATOM"
(Aristotle, Telescopes, Oscil-
loscopes, and Microscopes)
STUDENTS FOR ORGAN DONATION SWIM TEAM TEMPURAANIME
This club promotes and raises awareness about This society is designed for students who love This club educates students who are interested
>rgan & tissue donation. to swim, exercise, and stay in shape. in Japanese animation.



















Oscilloscopes, and Microscopes) da
Vinci, now located in Casa Italiana, is
for its regular resident events.
This year students enjoyed activities
such as: Atom Blast, da Vinci Cafe,
Notte and Calendimaggio. The
Atom Blast movie nights provided an
opportunity for residents to watch and
movies together. Events such
as these really unite the residents. "De-
spite popular belief that living in
doesn't provide community because of
the isolated-apartment style way of liv-
ing, there are actually com-
munities constantly being built here.
We have events such as Calen-
dimaggio, Atom Blast movie nights,
and even a Thanksgiving dinner.
There is a real connection built here
with everyone through these events,"
stated junior A.J. Perry. Casa at-
tempts to Uh the class levels with
a traditional Prima Notte dinner. On
this night upper classmen din-
ner for the lower classmen on their
floor. Junior A.J. Perry feels that,
"Prima Notte is a really integral part
of Casa. It allows for upper and lower
CDAMT PiEClf'
A student works at the front desk in
Sobrato Hall. They help residents
and are ready to answer questions.
FOOD FROM THF HFART
Residents of Casa gather for
Thanksgiving dinner sharing their




This society is comprised of instrumentalists and This society enriches its members in Vietnamese This club allows women to develop skills in a
singers who work to enhance the culture of music, culture by fostering social & educational activities, competitive team setting.
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LOYOLA
class levels to unite
for discussion and food.
Food brings people to-
gether." At the end of
the year Casa hosts its
annual CALENDIMAG-
Festival. During
this time students get




and celebrate the end
of the year together.
Casa is a community
opentoallMAJC ,and




an RLC dedicated to
issues of faith and jus-
tice. Loyola students
have the opportunity ev-
ery Monday
SOBRATO HALL LIVING IN LOYOLA
This hall is the center for activity in Residents of Loyola get to enjoy an
Loyola. Much of the Arrupe commu- outside terrace.
nity service information is shared in
this hall.
to dinner with
peers, faculty, and staff.
The RLC
students to explore
their faith. Students are




Amy Chan works as a
liaison for the Univer-
sity at Casa de Clara.
She shares her time and
compassion with wom-
en and children living in
the home. Chan enjoys
her work and hopes to
influence others to en-
gage in the experience
of service.
intends to educate
students with the Jesuit
tradition of
and compassion.
^ club sport which allows women to play and
develop skills in Lacrosse.
The team is a competitive forum for women
passionate about Rugby.




an enthusiasm for the arts.
Delphi, an RLC dedicated to
integrating their interest in
art, DRAMA, dance, music,
or media into their educa-
tion. Popular Delphi events
included activities such as:
Stanley Kubrick FILM se-
ries, art and music contests,
talent shows (lounge acts),
and the RLC also co-spon-
sored a Latino art exhibit
in the de Saisset museum.
"I really ENJOY the lounge
acts because we got to see
people displaying their tal-
ents. The lounge acts are a
great way to meet new people
who might share common in-
terests," said Freshmen Mike
Ryan. This RLC also offers
its residents discounted pric-
es for shows. Their famous
dollar nighs attract many
students. According to fresh-
men Katie Powers, "recently,
I attended the dance recital. I
loved it. Each dance had
different MOOD. It was
solutely amazing to see what
people choreographed for
show. I couldn't fathom it,"
Cypress thrives
student passion for the natu
ral world.
Two students put the final touch-
es on their masterpieces. It
takes talent and skill to trans-
form gingerbread cookie into art.
SHARING DINNER
Residents of both RLCs gather in the
Sky Lounge of Swig Hall for dinner with
Father Fred Tollini S.J.
This RLC is focused on augmenting student
awareness of environment issues on a local
and global scale. STUDENTS in this RLC
took action in the community by participat-
ing in programs to REDUCE waste, improve
future building designs, and work in habitat
restoration projects.
A majority of the CYPRESS residents
attended the Greens Festival. This year, the
festival is intended to inform students about sus-
tain-ability, organic alternatives, and healthy life-
styles. "The festival really opened my eyes to a
new world of people. They are individuals who LIVE
more conscienceiously of the environment. There
are things in this world that many people tend to
take for granted. I think we need to review our
OWN life-styles and try to live more environmen-
tally friendly," said freshmen Christian Nysaether.
These students appreciate the fragility of nature
and work to better preserve their surroundings.
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Students of both RLCs gather to-
gether to make Christmas ginger-
bread houses.
OVER FOR DINNER
Father Fred Tollini has residents of
Swing over for dinner. Residents
of both RLCs unite for a wonderful
feast..
EATING BY CANDLE LIGHT
Residents enjoy a candle lit dinner
















Unity is an RLC devoted to
appreciating and understanding so-
cial and diversity. Each year
the community organizes a Thanks-
giving dinner in which students can
share their culture through food. "I
liked how the dinner brought ev-
eryone together. A majority of the
RLC attended the event. The food
wasn't exactly a home-cooked
meal, but it was
still great to get tastes of various
cultures through the food brought
to the event" said Eric Rowe. Em-
bed- ded in the Unity tradition
is the theme of "...shared values
amidst diversity close personal re-
lationships, effective communica-
tion, for others, and an
engaged concern for the common
good of the campus, local com-
munity and the JLOBAL society."
Xavier is an RLC for the stu-
dent interested in issues and prob-
lems on a global scale. Xavier
aspires to helps students better un-
derstand their world. This theme is
accomplished through various
trips. OverThanksgiving
break, students went to TIJUANA,
Mexico to build homes for two families.
"The trip opened a new
TIVE to my life. When we look
at the poverty in Tijuana we see it as
and poor conditions. Yet,
theseareamazing people. Despitewhat
little they may have they are still grate-
ful," stated senior Richard Bersamina.
is a place for stu-
dents wishing to spread global soli-
darity to build a more just world.
"Local attention with
UNITED WITH FOOD
Residents from Sanfilippo Hall
gather together for good food and
company.
SANFILIPPO HALL
Residents from RLCs Xavier and
Communitas live within this hall.
COMMUNITAS
,"is aphraseanyresidentlivinginCommunitas
would recognize. Communitas is an RLC which
stresses INDIVIDUALISM, community, and citizen-
ship. Communitas is a platform for the student to
develop his or her P N. "The name of Com-
munitas entails a sense of community and its im-
portance, not only to NAL development,
but to making this place a better one to live," stated
Christian Gagel. This RLC challenges the student
to participate in the community through the various
it offers. Communitas has devel-
oped discussion groups on Individualism in Com-
munity, and has organized events on the role of
in politics. It has also set up a one-unit com
Residents belonging to the Unity
RLC live in this hall.
COURTYARD
Residents share this beautiful grassy
courtyard just outside of Sanfilippo
Hall.
munity service and reflect ion course for the student
Interested in the rewarding
of service. It is an RLC striv-
ing to better the individual and community.
RLCs conform to the shared
and social interest of students. They are
each very : yet, open to anyone and
all majors. Their goals vary upon S,
however; overall each community aims to
unit students academically and Y.
RLCs establish an in
which students can share their passion,
their intellect, and hopefully gain a





Santa Clara does have school SPIRIT, de-
spite what has been said in the past. This year
proved that we have an energetic, enthusiastic
and supportive student body, as a number of
organizations put forth their time, energy and
commitment toward ensuring that our school
SUPPORTS its athletes.
The largest organization, which consists
of at least 3000 members, is RUFF RIDERS,
Santa Clara's official booster club. It is difficult to
miss this gregarious group of men and women
because they make a massive red sea of club
shirts, blanketing the stands during games,
cheering and SCREAMING their hearts out.
"Varsity fight for Santa Clara, banners of red
and white on high. No matter how great your
foe team, let your motto be 'to do or die.' Rah!
Rah!"
The newly-formed PEP BAND provided mu-
sical accompaniment and a battle soundtrack
to create an environment where the fans are
living and breathing every moment with the
athletes. Their MUSIC launched the events and
positively reinforced the matches by keeping the
momentum moving forward, no matter whatthe
outcome. Sophomore Peter Keating confirmed,
"As far as the band goes, it's just fun. It gets
us pumped up. It's the music. In down times,
it keeps us in the game, keeps the ENERGY
"LET'S GO BRONCOS!"
They cheer and they lead. With
pom poms and loud voices, they
energize and hype up the crowd.
They are the cheerleaders.




music of the pep band is not meant to calm the
spirits, but to raise them.
"Varsity team, we are cheering for you, our
gallant heroes, sturdy, staunch and true."
Then there's a little flavor, a little bounce, a lot
of sparkle: the Santa Clara DANCE TEAM and
CHEERLEADING SQUAD provided a unique
element to the Santa Clara games. "We do crowd
encouragements to get a louder response from
the Ruff Riders in order to get them more hyped
up at the game," said sophomore cheerleader
Darlene Macanan.
They give the nerves a break, take the mind
foraROLLERCOASTER and entertain the fans.
Girating dancing motivate the crowd with rhythm
and movement; acrobatics excite the crowd with
flying cheerleaders and yelling voices.
"Remember the right and might of Red and
White, when Santa Clara warriors fight, for vic-
tory and our dear old SCU."
Through Ruff Riders, the Pep Squad and the
dance and cheer teams, we have established
the foundation for greater school spirit, bringing
together our entire student body. Therein lies the







SEA OF RUFF RIDERS
Strong in numbers, the Ruff Riders
solidify home court advantage by






The Santa Clara Women's Volleyball team proved
to be a powerhouse this year, breaking boundar-
ies on all fronts. They dominated the West Coast
Conference and finished the season as the fourth-
ranked team in the nation. This year was also the
team's first VICTORY over Stanford, knocking them
out of the Final Four competition.
And guiding the team to the uppermost ech-
elons of intercollegiate women's volleyball was a
single man; after seven years of coaching volley-
ball at Santa Clara, this phenomenal 2005 season
earned Head Coach Jon Wallace national recogni-
tion when he was named the Pacific Region Coach
of the Year.
"When I heard Jon got coach of the year, I was
really happy for him. He works really hard while
treating all of us with utmost RESPECT," said
sophomore middle blocker Anna Cmaylo. "He and
the rest of our coaching staff give us everything we
need as players to compete at the highest level."
Over the years Wallace has proved to be a
strong support system for each of the members
of his team. This QUALITY attention has fostered
a more familiar environment. This caring atmo-
sphere does not mean that there were any breaks
in the VIGOROUS routines of conditioning, weight
lifting or open gym training. The players have been
working toward their goals for this season since
last January.
"The team becomes your college family," said
junior outside hitter Kim McGiven. "We all love to
go to battle and win, and we have made some
amazing memories together."
The team credits much of their success to their
history together, laboring in past years to reach
FRIENDSHIP FIRST
Teammates embrace after
winning a heated game.
their goals.
"All of the returners
felt the pang of failure
when we lost in the
first round of the NCAA
tournament, so this
season we just had an
extra little bit of focus
and resolve to get to
where we wanted to
be," said Cmaylo.
Moreover, the experi-
ence and guidance of the coaching staff proved to
be a SOLID force that contributed to their strength
as a team.
"I am proud that our coach was recognized at
a national level and that the volleyball community
sees the great coach in Jon that we get to see
every day," said Cmaylo. "I feel we were the EPIT-
OME of a team that combined great friendships
and competitive volleyball at the same time."
This season also offered an exciting conclusion
to the careers of the seniors on the team.
"There is nothing better than being a part of some-
thing bigger than you, and this team was incred-
ible," said senior setter Kristin Luxton. "We were
determined and we knew NOTHING was going to
stand in our way."
As for Wallace, his future looks bright, with an
experienced, solid group returning next year along
with a slew of new recruits.
"We only graduated one starter this year," said
McGiven. "I feel confident that if we stay on track
and hold our level of commitment, next year will
be great."
68JSPORTS
Jon holds us to a
high standard and




and intense and all





Jon Wallace's all-around open
and friendly demeanor earned him
respect and dedication from his
players.
SETTING THE STANDARD
Sophomore Anna Cmaylo spikes the
ball in the face of the competition.
JUMPING FOR JOY





Students comefrom all overthe United States Senior Hector Guzman, an outstanding
to be a part of Santa Clara University's PRES- soccer player originally from HEREDIA, Costa
TIGIOUS athletic program. However, there are Rica, expressed that not only did he receive a
some student athletes whose talents and skills better EDUCATION at Santa Clara, but that
bring them to SANTA CLARA from across the the facilities are the best you can find. "Nice
globe. These athletes bring a unique spirit and soccer field, nice gym, a great training room, I
DIVERSITY to their respective teams as well never got all that when I was back home," he
as to the university. This year, students from said,
abroad offered their abilities to several athletic He also enjoyed being able to LEARN from
programs; from men's tennis to
WOMEN'S volleyball, these stu-
dents helped Santa Clara fight
their way to victory.
Most student-athletes are of-
fered full scholarships. As Jessica
Horklemann, a freshman vol-
leyball player from GERMANY,
expressed, "I didn't really choose
Santa Clara, they picked me." MORE MLS SOCCER
Senior Hector Guzman is origi-
However, many international
nally from Heredia, Costa Rica. He
athletes find their WAY here on dfided on attendin9 Santa Clara
after an exchange program in Santa
their own. Jan Macek, another Cruz.
1 k





German, heard about Santa
Clara through a friend in his home COUNTRY get out of STUDYING
who had also played men's tennis. When Jan and playing at SCU,
got the chance, he was excited to come to the these students make
UNITED STATES, and he currently plays No. their own contributions
1 singles and doubles. to our community. They
In addition to playing the sports they love, step out of their COM-
international students also BENEFIT from the FORT zones and into a
chance to receive a university education at a world where their culture
REPUTABLE American school. In their home or heritage many not be
countries, it is often hard to find a university well-understood butthey
with the resources to SUPPORT major sports work it out and better
teams comparable to those found in the United SCU as a whole through
States. their experience.
the other talented athletes on
his team. "It's always good to
play around great PLAYERS,
like Medhi Ballouchy," said
Guzman. Ted Kristensson,
a senior men's soccer player
from Ludvika, SWEDEN, also
noted that here he is really
able to COMBINE his love of
the sport with a great educa-
tion. "It is great opportunity
to integrate school and soc-




Junior Jan Macek is a native of Fre-
ising, Germany, His coach, George
Husack, reveals that Jan's nick-
name is the German Slim Shady.
HEADING TO THE MLS
Junior Mehdi Ballouchy is originally
from Casablanca, Morocco. He
decided to forgo his senior season
and was selected by Real Salt Lake
in the MLS draft.
ATENNISSTAR
Junior Kimberly Daniel from
Edmonton, Alberta plays on the
Women's Tennis Team. She played
No. 5 singles most of the season.
OH, CANADA
Junior Center Sean Denison, a
native of Nelson, B.C, was injured
for most of the season but came
back to many double-digit games.
EUROPEAN SOCCER
Senior Ted Kristensson, a native
of Ludvika, Sweden made thirteen
game appearances on this year's
outstanding men's soccer team.
all photo credit: Don Jedlovec
SPORTS©
ALL ABOARD
The men get ready for some quality
time on the water in another 7 a.m.
practice .
STRETCHING OUT
The team loosens up in the boat
house before morning practice on
the water.
HITTING THE WATER
The team gets to work at Lexington
reservoir.
Carlos Barrera David Murray
Alexis Beach Ben Nimmons
Jordan Becerril Robert Nishimoto
Paolo Braccnini Brian Reeves
Brendon Bula Mike Rhoads
Ryan Carlton Tim Ross
Geoff Demander Andrew Schneider
Mark Elfving Stephen Shanley-
Robert Flores James Shoven
Adam Fox Joshua Shumsky
Ryan Hubbard Stephen Smoker
Brigid Kelleher David Stanton
Wes Lord Peter Thamer
Bradley Marweg Michael Truettner






Sophomore Rob Flores and teammates
carry their boat out to the dock.
The Men's Crew team saw a whole different
side to rowing with their new coach this season,
Wieslaw Kujda, an Olympic rower with thirty
years of coaching experience. The varsity
had a very young team this year with only two
seniors and two juniors, and Kujda enforced
the concept of precision in practice.
"He focuses a lot on technique with a new
style of rowing," said port rower Adam Fox.
"Practices are less wearing but at the same
time more beneficial."
One of the hardest parts of being on the
crew team for many of the rowers is waking
up to catch a ride to Lexington reservoir for 7
a.m. practices on double days, where they have
practice in the morning and afternoon.
"My motivation for getting up is that other
guys are doing it too and counting on me to
be there," said Fox. "It makes it a lot harder
to stay awake in class, and some days I have
over three cups of coffee before ten o'clock."
While many college students embrace at least
one nap a day, rowers know that this tactic may
hurt them in the end.
"I don't take naps because there is nothing
worse than lying in bed at midnight knowing
you have to get up in five and half hours, un-
able to get to sleep.," said sophomore Ben
Nimmons.
Despite the strenuous schedule, students
continue to join crew year after year.
"I love just being out on the water," said
sophomore starboard Ryan Carlton. "When
everyone is rowing together early in the morn-
ing, there doesn't even need to be any talking;
it's relaxing."
The team dynamic of the sport is very unique
and encourages extreme team cooperation.
"It's a team sport where you definitely need
all eight guys to pull their weight and no one guy




The Women's Crew team celebrated its 30th
year at Santa Clara by escalating their festivities
at their annual Black Velvet banquet. The kickoff
party featured visits from alumni along with the team
members receiving new uniforms, a new boat, and
new oars thanks to their donations.
The year also brought Carlo Facchino, the novice
coach from previous years, up to take role of the
new Women's Varsity Coach. Many of the rowers
on novice team last year were excited to have Fac-
chino coaching them again on varsity.
"He is very energetic and enthusiastic about the
sport," said sophomore starboard Brianna Hussey.
"His experience with coaching novice ensures that
our TRADITIONS will stay intact and the program
will continue to run smoothly."
Facchino's personality has proved to be a key
factor in motivating his team members and keep-
ing team MORALE high. According to sophomore
starboard Elena Ebrahimian, the hardest part about
being on the team is to stay focused and positive
during a really GRUELING practice.
"You can tell that he wants to be there every morn-
ing and afternoon, even at 6 a.m., and wants us to
do well and reach our individual and team goals,"
said Ebrahimian. "He has really encouraged us to
tSUBB
HITTING THE OPEN WATERS
The team works on pulling in time in
practice. The focus on fundamentals
was emphasized by Coach Facchino.
help fundraise for our team, and because of his ef-
forts, we are getting a new boat, new uniforms, and
travel clothes for varsity."
In addition to his drive during team practices, Fac-
chino plays a role in the LIVES of his team members
outside of crew.
"He really cares about our progress and stresses
the importance of academics, making sure that we
stay on top of things," said Ebrahimian. "He is very
open to criticism, understanding, and is also willing
to help us out or talk for whatever reason, even for


































Teammates prep for practice in the
boathouse at Lexington Reservoir.
PULLING AHEAD
The SCU boat works to make up time
in the last 500 stretch of a race.
GOING STRONG
The women get some work in during
the early morning hours.
SPORTS®
GOING TO THE GOAL
Junior forward Keith DeVey heads
to the goal, dominating his oppo-
nent. DeVey won WCC Player of
the Week numerous times.
GOAL SAFETY
Senior goal keeper Kevin Sweeney
tries to keep the ball far away from
the goal. He was named WCC
Player of the Month this season.
SENIOR STATUS
As a play from Cal tries to steal the
ball, senior forward Kelechi Igwe
keeps the ball in possession and
moves towards the goal.
PROTECTOR
Trying to keep the ball away from a
defender, junior Keith DeVey, looks
for a way out of a tricky situation.
He was an asset to the team.
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With two players headed for Major LEAGUE After a season in which the men ranked as highly
Soccer teams next year, this year's men's soc- as fourth in the nation, SANTA CLARA entered the
cer team EXCELLED not only during the regular NCAA tournament with an overall record of 13-6-3
season, but also proceeded to the second round of and a regional record of 6-4-2 that LANDED them
the NCAATournament. These
achievements RESULTED
from combined efforts of the
EXTREMELY talented young
men on Santa Clara's team.
Although the team loses
ten SENIOR players, the men
forged significant team bonds
that many of the YOUNGER
men hope they will extend to
next year's new players, even
as they continue to benefit from
the GUIDANCE they received
this year.
Throughout the season, VICTORY LAP
After scoring a goal, junior Hector
several athletes received Guzman feels elated. He will be
.,.»„ n , ,.. ... , . playing for a MLS team next year.WCC Player of the Week hon- K 1 a '
in second place in the WCC.
During the NCAA tournament, the
Broncos faced Ohio State at home and
won 1 -0. Their hope of a CHAMPION-
SHIPwas slashed by a scoreless draw
at University of California, Berkeley
that was determined by overtime
PENALTY kicks, which resulted in a
5-4 win for Cal.
Overall, the men's SOCCER team
had an undeniably successful season.
To sum it up, Coach Cameron Rast
said, "This year's team was as CRE-
ATIVE and talented as we have ever
had here at Santa Clara. Our style of
play allowed us to control the flow of the
match and kept our opponents under
ors, including junior Keith DEVEY, freshman Jide CONSTANT pressure. While it was again another
Ogunbiyi, junior Erik Ustruck, senior Hector Guzman good season looking back we were on the fringe of
and SENIOR Kevin Sweeney, who was also named having it become a very special year."




A dream season for the women's soccer program
ended with the team's ELEVENTH consecutive trip to
the NCAA tournament. The season set off on the right
foot. Santa Clara's rookie freshmen were ranked the
fourth-best RECRUITING class by Soccer Buzz Maga-
zine. The veteran players made it a point to integrate
the newcomers to Santa Cara SOCCER, as well as
develop strategies to play off everyone's strengths.
Well-prepared as they were, they kicked off the
season with a STRING of successes. Win after win,
the women moved closerto the NCAA championships.
During the season, the head coach, Jerry Smith, earned
his 300TH career victory with a 2-1 win over the Saint
Louis Billikens. He become only the third Division I
coach to attain this honor.
In addition to accolades for the coaching staff, the
women also received SEVERAL honors throughout
the season. During the season, junior Lauren Zealear
was named to Top Drawer Soccer's National Team of
the Week twice and junior Tina Estrada was named
WCC Player of the Week. Other girls on the TEAM also
made quite an impression. Sophomore Jordan Angel
was NAMED as one of Sport's lllustrated's "Faces in
the Crowd" and was also honored as a Player of the
Week by the WCC and other such groups.

















However, Smith was named West REGION
Coach of the Year by the National Soccer Coaches
Association of AMERICA. The season ended with
an overall record of 17-2-5 and a strong team that
looks forward to even more SUCCESS in the coming
years. Junior Tiffany Roberts expresses her hopes
for the COMING year, "We did some great things this
season and losing to the number 1 ranked team in
the country in. ..the NCAA tournament, is huge mo-
tivation to beat some top teams again next year."
THREE HUNDRED
This year Jerry Smith coached his
300th win and was named West




Doherty tries to keep the ball away
from a St. Louis Player. This game
was Jerry Smith's 300th career win.
PROTECTING THE GOAL
Goalkeeper junior Julie Ryder-
catches the ball as it comes close to






























Snell looks for the open field and
any defenders. She was a great
addition to this year's team.
MAKING A PASS
Freshman Amanda Poach gets
ready to pass the ball to a team-
mate. The girls had good communi-
cation on the field.
TEAM DEDICATION
The Women's Soccer team cel-
ebrats together after one of their
many wins. The team grew close
this year during the season.
SPORTS©
IT'S ALL X-COUNTRY
The Cross-Country Teams finished
their season at the NCAA West
Regional Championships this year.
RUNNERS ON YOUR MARK
The Women's Cross-Country start-
ing line-up steps up to the starting
line for the start of the race.
LEADING THE PACK
Senior Chris Doerhoff maintains
the lead of the pack while remain-
ing conscious of his opponents and
keeping focus on the course.
SPRINT TO THE FINISH
Giving everything he has, sopho-
more Chris Furnari sprints the last






































Practicing six days a week, with at least 60
miles of RUNNING for the women's team and
at least 90 miles of running for the men's team,
Santa Clara's Men's and Women's Cross-
country realized their POTENTIAL this year.
The team consists of recruited runners as well
as walk-ons.
What is unique about the program is that
both men's and women's teams BOND during
pre-season, participating in numerous activities
together in order to foster a comfortable, sup-
portive environment.
Freshman Veronica Vazquez noted, "We
consider ourselves as a FAMILY and it certainly
shows because we are always there for each
other even in our
personal lives."
Each and ev-
ery member of both
teams is a huge in-





seasons. Older teammates stepped up to be-
come LEADERS. New team members came
up big in the major intercollegiate races. Injured
athletes who could not compete showed their
DEDICATION through cheering during races.
"Each member of the team finds his or her
own INSPIRATION through every other boy
or girl out there, which I think speaks volumes
about the bond between the men and women
on our team and the way we work together,"
reflected Junior Jessica Philippi.
Both teams placed well during theWCC con-
ference championships, but more extensively,






They tied and broke a ton of program records.
They beat Stanford for the first time ever on their
home court. They WON the WCC champion-
ships. They advanced to the FINAL FOUR.
The Santa Clara Women's Volleyball had a
Cinderella season overflowing with some of
the toughest teams in the country, all of whom
fell to their solid, sophisticated play.
This year, the greatest factor in their run of
SUCCESS was the incredible team chemistry.
Junior Kim Mcgiven said, "The team loved to
win and to compete, and we had fun doing it."
Women's Volleyball proved they were more
than a just a team. They were a tight-knit family.
To be constantly MOTIVATED to play better and
have confidence in each other, to get along both
on and off the court, these women showed that
it took more than just having really talented ath-
letes. With the guidance of Coach Jon Wallace,
these women came together and established
themselves as one of the TOP programs in
the country by being the only unseeded team
to reach the Final Four in the HISTORY of the








ADVANCED A BLOCKING WALL
Outside hitter Cassie Perret and
beyond the Middle blocker Anna Cymaylo
first round in attempt to "roof the other team by
setting up to block a spike.
the last three
years. Then they BEAT defending national
champion Stanford, giving them the confidence
to FACE No. 4 Arizona and match every serve,
dig, set, spike and block. First Team-All Ameri-
can Cassie Perret recalled, "I could not believe
it. Kim Glass had HAMMERED the ball down all
night long but made a really unagressive error
to give us the match. I just could not believe
that we would win the ticket to San Antonio on
such a play. The match was so long, dramatic,
and EMOTIONAL that when I realized we had
won, I was completely overwhelmed and fell to


















NO. 4 IN THE NATION
The Santa Clara Women's
Volleyball team finished ranked No.
4 after completing the season in the
national semi-finals.
SHOW THAT LETHAL ARM
WCC Freshman of the Year
Brittany Lowe waves to the crowd
after being introduced in the starting
line-up.
"YES! LETS GO TEAM!"
Sophomore setter Crystal Matich
pumps her fists after a successful
kill by her teammate due to her crisp
setting skills.
BRING IT TOGETHER
The women's volleyball team came
together as they knocked out




Freshman Jack Wall backhands
the ball on inside water. Wall was
named WWPA Newcomer of the
Year and AII-WWPA 2nd team.
4-0 RECORD
Senior Jon Greco lob shoots the
ball into the goal. Greco's goal
helped the men gain a 4-0 record at
the Convergence Tournament.
DEFENSE
Junior Michael Petersen guards his
net during the NorCal Tournament.
Petersen totaled 11 blocks to help
secure another Bronco win.
LET'S GO BRONCOS
Senior Grant Allison played well in
the Claremont Tournament. The
men dominated 9-3 against Harvard
and 8-3 against Claremont.
TIMEOUT
The men meet with Head Coach
































2M Defense junior Kevin Starry, on
the strong side of the pool, takes


















PAC). Optimisticaboutthe season, the men opened
up with a win against 10th seed Pomona-Pitzer.
Santa Clara sophomore Tommy Kelly and freshman
Jack Wall each scored two goals for the Broncos
during the intense match-up. The final score was
9-4
—another Bronco win. However, later on in the
tournament the men experienced a loss to 2nd seed
Loyola Marymount.
"It was a good battle and a good showing by
our guys. In the first half, the team competed hard,
though we ran out of gas by the third quarter," said
head coach Keith Wilbur. "We came back with a
good fourth quarter, but Loyola Marymount took
advantage of our one bad quarter. Despite the
loss, we've improved a lot over the year, so that's
encouraging."
The men played an outstanding season, show-
ing tremendous development as a team. During the
WWPA Santa Clara claimed a 5-3 victory over rival
team and conference host, UC Santa Cruz. "Ever
since freshmen year our biggest rivals have been
UCSC and UC Davis. The past three years we've
played them have been close games, but we never
have been able to go undefeated against them. It is
a great accomplishment for the team. Our program
is taking a step in the right direction," said senior
Jon Greco. The Broncos remain undefeated against
UCSC through all of the three matches played. When
the men started the conference they were ranked
7th; when they finished they'd taken over the 6th
seed.
The deciding game in the conference was played
against BYU Hawai'i. Santa Clara played a close
match and lost 8-7 against BYU, a 4th seed school.
Wall and sophomore Chris Parolin each scored two
goals in this difficult game. Junior Patrick Novack,
Kelly, and junior Whit Gilfillan had one goal apiece.
At the conclusion of the conference play, Wall was
named WWPA Newcomer of the Year for his prog-
ress and outstanding performance. In addition to
that award, Wall was also named to the AII-WWPA
second team for his efforts over the course of the
entire year.
At the end of their final season as Broncos, se-
niors Grant Allison, Austin Brizgys and Jon Greco
say good-bye to a wonderful year, team and coach.
Team captain Greco received Coaches Award and
was all time leader in assists. Greco stated, "One
of the reasons we were able to achieve all of the
milestones we did this year was due to all the hard
work and effort from our players and coaches." Coach
Wilbur said he was sad to lose his key starters, but







The No. 20 Santa Clara Women's Water Polo
team can only keep getting STRONGER. The
team consists of a hearty group of upperclass-
men who acted as good role models for the rest
of the team by working hard and embodying
the COMMITMENT and DETERMINATION to
inspire the underclassmen, who in turn provided
fresh talent to push the team forward. This
team's dynamic created a well-rounded and
SOLID group.
One of the highlights of the season was
competing in the TRITON Tournament, which
included eleven of the top twenty teams in the
country. The team faced STIFF challengers,
but beat out Redlands and Pomona.
The talent and team chemistry that make up
this group of women helped them encourage
one another and push as a COHESIVE whole to
do better. The starting lineup worked togetherto
perform and achieve as one unit. Excellent plays
were EXECUTED and because, as sophomore
Elizabeth Perry said, "We have some really
good plays that work because you know your
CAN'T TOUCH THIS
Junior Kellie Dunn dodges to pre-
vent a steal from sophomore Chris-











cause each athlete did her part to contribute
to the team.
The team gets stronger with each year.
Seniors graduate, which is a huge loss to the
program, but new players GAINED only add to
the program.
GREAT players from all over the country
are recruited to Santa Clara from Chicago,
California, Washington, Oregon and Hawaii.
Sophomore Kaylie Pezzuto said she hopes "in
the next few years we can keep stepping up




























A FORCE TO BE RECKONED
No. 20 Santa Clara women have
proved themselves as a force to be
reckoned with in 2006.
EYES ON THE BALL
Santa Clara's women's team watch
attentively as a shot is taken on the
goal.
PREPARE TO FIRE
Junior Danielle Mansfield winds up,
takes in a deep breath and aims the
ball at the goal or one of her open
teammates.
RAISE IT TOGETHER
The women's players raise their
arms in unison to block a goal
attempt by the opposing team
during a 6 on 5.
SPORTS (87
OWNING THE COURT
Junior Erika Barnes defends her
court. Barnes defeated Gonzaga
opponent 6-0, 6-0 which helped the
Broncos dominate the Bulldogs.
PERFECT SERVE
Freshman Stephanie Galaiena
prepares for her serve.
PRACTICE
Juniors Casey Knuston and Erika
Barnes practice on SCU tennis
courts. Currently the two hold No. 2
positions in the line-up.
FORCE
Freshman Samantha Georgino
lobs the ball over the net. Georgino
















Junior Kelly Leathers prepares for a
scrimmage during practice. Leath-
ers holds the No. 1 position and





















InvitationalToumament, freshman Stephanie Galair-
era won herfirsttwo individual Blue Matches. Junior
Erika Barnes also played in the tournament Blue
Matches; however, she lost her first match to St.
Mary's. Barnes came back in her consolation match
and defeated UC Davis.
In the SMC College Invitational Tournament,
junior Casey Knutson won both of her matches,
which allowed her to advance to quarterfinals in the
Red Division. Knutson had taken last season off to
recover from a serious injury, but time away from the
court didn't effect her performance. She made it to
the final eight of the SMC tournament. "Being out for
a whole year made me really appreciate the game
and enjoy it more. I feel that because I was able to
take the time to recover; I am able to perform at my
highest level now," said senior Casey Knutson.
Following Knutson in the top eight was junior Kim
Daniel. Overall, the women did well in this tourna-
ment with five of the seven players winning their
first round matches. Freshman Stephanie Herrmann
won both of her singles matches in the Red Division
with scores of 7-6 and 6-2.
The Broncos also triumphed over Nevada at the
Degheri Tennis Center. Daniel played a rough game,
but even after twisting her ankle midway through
her match, she was able to come out with a 5-2
victory over the Nevada team. Head Coach Damon
Coupe reflected, "We knew Nevada was going to
be a tough team to play it was a good win for us
and we're on a roll right now." The women played
exceptionally well in Nevada. "Right now we need
to keep persevering through the injuries and grow
confident in the positions we are playing. I think
we just need some time to settle in," commented
Barnes.
At the Spokane Athletic Club the women defeated
rival team Gonzaga with a score of 4-2. Key players
in this match were Barnes, freshman Samantha
Georgino, sophomore Myra Davoudi and Her-
rmann.
Although the team dealt with a few injured players,
they felt confidently about theWCC Championships.
"Our younger players have really stepped-up and
performed under pressure," said Barnes.
The women fought hard this season, but
attribute much of their success to their coaches.
"Our coaches are behind us 1 00 percent. They are
willing to come in on their own time and work with
us," said Knuston. The women really appreciate the
support their coaches bring to the courts. According
to Barnes, "They have done a really good job of mo-
tivating us, which has helped us develop ourgame."
In a season characterized by injury, determination





Head coach George Husack is no stranger to the
Men's Tennis program at Santa Clara, coaching his
eleventh season this year. This time around, his chal-
lenge was to impart his knowledge to a very young
team comprised of four freshmen, four sophomores
and two juniors. Last year, the team graduated four
starters, so the newcomers and returners had some
big SHOES to fill.
"The future of our program is in the hands of these
players and they should produce exciting results
during their careers," said Husack. "They are very
talented, yet inexperienced."
Freshman Tommy Hicks learned the commitment
it takes to be on the TEAM, working to balance the
academic workload with college-level play.
"The older guys have really showed us what
Bronco tennis is all about and modeled what is ex-
pected of us," said freshman singles and doubles
player Hicks. "Everyone takes it very seriously with
a level of professionalism that's almost like a job."
Despite the team's youth, Husack is optimistic
about the CROP of young players at Santa Clara.
Each day, the team puts in two hours of regular
working out on the courts, a half an hour of running,
and then an hour of lifting.
"Practice is definitely a lot of hard work and makes
®
you exhausted










Doubles team Jan Macek and Bobby
According to Rasmussen work on their net game
at the SCU courts.
Hicks, when he
is on the courts, he has to FORGET about everything
else that is happening in his busy schedule and just
focus on tennis.
"The team has instilled in me a great work ethic
by stressing the importance of being on time and
working hard.
Husack finds that this emphasis helps the players
on and off the court. Playing at this level is an under-
taking that requires physical and mental strength.
"I work with outstanding student-athletes and
coaches who work very hard and are all determined
to excel at the HIGHEST level," said Husack. "The
Athletic Department has been very supportive of our
program and the family-atmosphere on campus has













The team performs a pre-game
ritual to get themselves pumped
up for their match.
DOUBLING UP
Aneal Vallurupalli and Kenzo
Hirakawa-Wong wait for a return,
training as a pair in practice.
STRIVING FOR SUCCESS
Brian Brogan lunges for a forehand-
volley in practice. Coach Husack
deems the team's work ethic as a
crucial element in their success.
SPORTS®
FOCUS ON THE RACE
Sophomore Michael Delaurenti
keeps his focus on the race while
making the turn on the far end of
the track.
STAY WITH THE PACK
Sophomore Michael Hannon is
boxed in by two opponents as he
attempts to advance forward in this
tight pack.
KEEP THE TEMPO
Maintaining a steady tempo, sopho-
mores Christen Gumbs and Michael
Delaurenti pace each other in their
5000-meter race.
TAKE THE LEAD
The task is difficult, but sophomore
Shannon Bell surges forward, leav-
ing her competitors behind to trail

























Staying healthy and focused for five months
of RIGOROUS training, with week after week
of competitive races has been the challenge of
the now "OFFICIAL" track and field program for
the last two years.
After transitioning away from being a mere
club, men's and women's track and field has
a more definitive sense of PURPOSE. Con-
sidering the limited resources the team has at
its disposal, the track team competed in more
PRESTIGIOUS and competitive track meets
this year. The exposure attracted increasing
numbers of walk-ons, hur-
dlers, sprinters and jumpers.
By expanding beyond simply
a distance-running squad,
Santa Clara's track team has
become very DIVERSE.
Team interaction between
the men's and women's
teams has always been very
close. Both teams spend
hours together at meets wait-
ing for events to start and the
PROXIMITY of the action
in track is conducive to a sense of intimacy,
bringing the teams together. According to the
athletes, the sacrifice and exhaustion really
fosters a sense of CAMARADERIE.
This new athletic program continues to prog-
ress with HEART and dedication. As senior
John Paul Thyken said, "Success builds on
itself and allows for greater achievements in
the future." And with each successive season,
the future of SCU track and field looks to be




The rest of the men's basketball
team watches the game and gets
ready to step in to the excitement.
They were a much needed help.
BASKET TIME
Men's Basketball players move the
ball as quickly as they can across
the floor in order to have the oppor-
tunity to score more points.
SHOOTING RANGE
Senior Forward Travis Niesen sets
up for a nice clean shot. He was the
2nd leading scorer in the WCC with
an average of 19.5 points a game.
MID-AIR ACTION
Freshman Guard Calvin Johnson
takes a shot in a game against
Gonzaga. Johnson had a career
high of 25 points in a game against
Cal Poly.
TRYING TO STEAL
The Santa Clara Men's Basketball
team sets up as Adam Morrison
































This got to him and he returned to SANTA CLARA,
year, men's where he took his spot on the intramural bas-
basketball ketball teams. This year, he was asked to play
FACED many against five OTHER students vying for a roster
challenges, spot, so when he instead was offered a spot on
With a rela- the TEAM, he was surprised and almost turned
tively young it down. He planned to graduate early, and was
TEAM and taking 22 units. However, he decided to go for
only two vet- it -and it paid off. He SCORED double digits in
eran senior many games this year and his dream of playing
PLAYERS, COLLEGE basketball came true, too.
one of whom Asforhisteammates,theircontributionscan't
was injured be OVERLOOKED. SeniorTravisNiesen ranks
most of the as the second-leading scorer in the WCC, with
season, the an average of 19.5 points a game. This year,
team had a lot he scored a season-high 31 POINTS in a win
of GROUND to make up. The team placed 6th AGAINST San Francisco. In addition, Niesen
in the WCC standing heading into the tourna- ranks 15th on Santa Clara's list of top career
ment this year. scorers. Other stand-out PLAYERS on the team
While numbers and FIGURES may be impor- include sophomore Brody Angley, who tied as
tant to some, senior Joey Kaempf is a another the WCC's leader in assists with 5.8 per game,
story. Kaempf is a walk-on member; he PLAYED No MATTER what, Niesen will be very sorely
in high school, and during his sophomore year missed, as both a teammate and leader. As
he left SCU for a QUARTER to try to play bas- with all teams in all years, the SENIORS leave
ketball atanotherschool. However, his bad back and the team will be forced to find a new path.
THE LAST SEASON
Senior Travis Niesen stands and
chats with the ref, during a break.
Niesen will be sorely missed next




Whether passing balls on the court or passing
non-BASKETBALL time together, the women's
basketball team has formed strong bonds—and
it shows. Their friendship is reflected in their
communication on the COURT. According to
junior Ashley Graham, "My favorite thing about
PLAYING for Santa Clara is the bond our team
shares. We are all so close and love hanging
out on our days off. I think this is reflected on
the court—we really FEED off of each other,
and always work well together."
The team's communication led to the pro-
gram's LONGEST winning streak in 13 years.
The girls were on top of the WCC with a first
place position throughout most ofthe SEASON.
During theirfinal weekend of league competition,
the team played a CRUCIAL game against LMU
for the WCC Title. The women fought a tough
back-and-forth game, but in the end, the Loyola
MARYMOUNT Lions won 89-74. The women
came back against the Pepperdine Waves in
order to clinch their share of the WCC Title and
a number one seed in the WCC TOURNA-
MENT.
The women's regular season record of 1 7-1















TAKING IT FROM THE LINE
Gonzaga was jun j0r Forward Kasey Monteith
RF-FORMED shoots a critical free throw. Monteith
had a .618 free throw percentage
and the girls this season.
took on the challenge.
While the girls worked well TOGETHER as a
team, throughout the season a couple of girls
stood out PARTICULARLY. Senior Michelle
Cozad was named WCC Player of the Week
an astounding six times throughout the sea-
son, in addition to being named WCC Player
of the Month for December 2005. High-scoring
SENIOR Kayla Huss also helped the women's
team fight their way to victory.
TEAM MEETING
The women's team regroups during
time out to develop a strategy for
the next quarter. The women looked
for help from their coach.
LOOKIN' FOR THE BASKET
Sophomore Guard Tracey Walker
breaks down the defense and looks
towards the basket. Walker aver-
aged about 5 points a game.
TAKING IT HOME
Junior Ashley Graham works to get
the ball back into play while being
defended. Graham was a great
asset to this year's team.
RECOVERED
Senior Forward Kayla Huss
receives the ball and looks to the
basket. She was injured last season
but was a key player on this team.
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Senior Guard Michelle Cozad was a
crucial member of this year's team.
She was named WCC Player of the
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2006 Bronco Softball
The Santa Clara Softball team is excited to
start the season with new Head Coach Steve
Rianda. Coach Rianda previously was Head
Coach of Notre Dame de Namur, and is ready
to help the Softball team make national history.
Coach Rianda guided the Argos through three
straight Cal Pac Independent League Champi-
onships, and in 03' set a new program mark for
34 wins. Director of Athletics & Recreation Dan
Coonan commented, "Steve will be an excit-
ing addition to our staff. The value he will bring
to the field was evident early in our interview
process, and the additional connection he
made with the student-athletes helped seal the
deal. I have every confidence we will be able
to continue the program's upward momentum
under Steve's leadership."
The season for the Softball team has just
begun. Thus far the team has played games
against University of Pacific, U.C. Davis, Birming-
ham Southern, and Stanford. The team's effort
and determination is reflected through their
performance on the field.
The season openergame against University of
Pacific proved to be a challenge forthewomen.
The team was able to achieve a total of 6 hits
in the game, 2 of which were made by senior
Shannon Linerud, and the rest by teammates
senior Jessica Clee, sophomore Ashley Blier,
junior Sara Overmier, and junior Jillian Cassel.
The women ' s 6 hits however, proved to be short
against University of Pacific's 3 hits and 3 runs
scored in the second inning.
The team played a competitive double-
header against U.C. Davis, and came out with
a 13-3 & 4-3 victory. Seniors Shannon Linerud,
PRACTICE
Freshmen Nori Kamada prepares





a total of 11












erwin of 9-8 with SeniorJenny Brown leading SCU
offense. Brown played an exceptional game
scoring a homerun and a triple. The team's suc-
cess was completed by shortstop senior Jessica
Clee's two doubles. "Insert quote" Later on the
team played Invitational host No. 7, Stanford
University, and lost its second game by a score
of 13-1 in 5 innings.
RecentlySeniorShannon Linerud was named
as the First Pacific Coast Softball player of the
week for the 2006 season.
The team is ready for a successful season






















Senior Shannon Linerud focuses
on the ball. Linerud was named
the first Pacific Coast Softball
Conference Player of the week.
READY FOR ANYTHING
Senior Jessica Clee prepares to
bat. Clee helped score 1 1 hits
in a double-header against U.C.
Davis.
DETERMINATION
Senior Jenny Brown is deter-
mined to win. Brown led her
team at the Stanford Invitational
scoring a homerun and triple.
ON THE FIELD
The girls practice with their new
Head Coach Steve Rianda.
SPORTS®
SHOWING SUPPORT
Team members look on as their
teammates represent on the field.
WINDING UP
Sean O'Niell sets up in his power
stance before letting loose on oppos-
ing batters.
GAME TIME
Kris Watts steps up to the plate to
challenge a pitcher. Watts is one
of the six seniors on the team who
used his experience to contribute to
their success.
Gabriel Alcantar Michael Lange
Carl Bacon Jeff Lombard
Brian Biniek Kevin Madden
Donald Brandt Matt Long
Ryan Conan Jason Matteucci
Kevin Davey Brian Murphy
Daniel DeMarco Daniel Nava
Deke Dormer Brian Neault
Kevin Drever Eric Newton
Tyler Duran Sean O'Neill
Donnie Ecker Juan Parra
Nathan Faulkner Stephen
Brady Fuerst Pessagno
Kyle Hartz Dustin Realini
David Hoffmire Chris Stansbury
John Irby Kris Watts
Kyle Jensen Matt Wickswat
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Defensive team members watch as
batters work to step up the offense.
The Men's Baseball team embraced Santa Clara's
new facilities this year with their first full season in
the Schott Stadium. Returning six seniors, the vet-
eran squad looked to this bcason as a chance for
the team to make huge strides toward their goals.
"We look to win one game at a time and see where
we can take it from there," said junior pitcher Deke
Dormer. "Being a part of Bronco baseball is a great
LIFE experience, and I love being part of the 40
guys that get to put on the uniform and go to battle
each weekend,"
The seniors' past experience played a significant
role in the team's STRATEGY for success. They
know the importance of working as one unit and
controlling the momentum of the games.
"The senior class leads the team by setting good
examples of what is expected on and off the field,"
said senior catcher Kris Watts. "We enjoy hanging
out, working hard, and playing together."
The team saw their new stadium as a blessing
for the program, giving them a UNIQUE spot to
practice and play.
"The new stadium is a dream park for any college
player," said sophomore pitcher Deke Dormer. "It
has big league facilities and it is something that we
take a lot of PRIDE in."
Coach Mark O'Brien worked with his players in
practice focusing on preparing them for the intensity
of game situations.
"Our coach pushes us beyond our comfort levels
so that when we are in game situations we know
how to deal with them," said Watts. "He presents
a high energy and enthusiastic environment that
keeps guys motivated and wanting to work hard."
The drive and the dedication of the players on
the team is REFLECTIVE of their sincere passion
for the game.
"When you love something like baseball, you do
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Women' s Golf
performed exception-




3rd place, ranking just
a few strokes behind
UC Davis. During the
Cal Poly Invitational,
Santa Clara's A-team
carded a score of 302
which placed them 2nd overall in the tournament.
At the Banbury Fall Invitational, Stoddart
won an Individual Title by shooting a final round total
of 73. The victory left Stoddart in tears, overjoyed to
see her individual efforts reflect well on her team.
"Our goals include winning a tourna-
ment title as a team, qualifying for NCAA Region-
al for the first time in our program's history and
taking 2nd at WCC," said senior Candice Palmer.
Men's Golf concluded one their most suc-
cessful fall seasons, earning titles in the Purple &
Red Invitational and the Bronco Fall Invitational.
The men ranked first as a team in the Rice
Intercollegiate Tournament, with seniors Michael
Nicoletti and Eric Lillibridge ranking 2nd and
15th respectively out of a 75-player field. "Hous-
ton was different from what we had been playing.
The conditions were difficult, but that was to our
advantage. As a team, we are used to dealing with
those types of obstacles. The wins were a mission
accomplished," stated senior Michael Nicoletti.
The men feel their coaches have influ-
enced their success. "They have provided us
with every possible resource we need. They
have brought winning back to the Santa Clara
golf program and are setting a new tone for

























Senior Candice Palmer drives the
ball down the green. Candice is the
first Bronco to qualify for the U.S.
Women's Amateur Championship.
TECHINQUE
Senior John Colyar follows through
with his drivehoping to make an
even par.
DIRECTION
Senior Eric Lillibridge follows the
direction of his shot. Lillibridge's
swing qualified him for U.S. Ama-
teur Championships.
LINING UP
Junior Megan Stoddart lines up her
put. Stoddart won her first Individ-






The Women's Lacrosse team had a fairly FRESH
look this year having graduated nine seniors last year.
The change in the team's dynamic leaves many of their
competitors looking at a new team with new talent.
"It's pretty exciting, as other teams have no idea how
we play," said sophomore defender Caroline Bonafede.
"Other teams don't know how we've come together with
a lot of talented rookies and really molded our team."
The coaches worked hard this year toTURN new-
comers on the team into a solid unit with the veterans
of the group.
"Our coaches are the most dedicated that I've ever
had, always willing to work before or after practice with
individual players." said Bonafede. "They are passionate
about the game as well as helping everyone improve
together as a team."
The SENSE of team unity is one of the primary as-
pects of this team that gets many players hooked on
the sport.
"We all work so hard together for a common goal;
it's such a sense of pride and accomplishment when
we implement in a game all that we've been practicing,"
said Bonafede. "We have fun and work hard, and are
always there to support and encourage each other."
MEN'S
Last year, the Men's Lacrosse team made playoffs
for the first time in six years, leaving high expectations
for the teams that followed. This season, with a solid
group of freshmen in tow, the returning players hoped
to match if not surpass their prior performance.
"We have a good group offreshmen joining the teams
and coaches that are dedicated to improvement," said
sophomore defensive midfielderTommy Marquez. "We
train hard all year long with running and other condition-
ing, so that the people on the team PROVE that they
really have to want to be there and take it seriously."
The team plays in pre-season tournaments on the
weekends during the fall and even travels to Florida over
spring break to play east coast schools. The majority
of the team members have some experience with the
game from high school, but some PICKED it up when
they started at Santa Clara.
"I had played sports all my life and I know that a lot
of kids come to college looking for something to fill that
gap when they aren't able to play at the college level,"
said Marquez. "The fact that it's a club sport makes it
a little more relaxed, but once you're on the field, no








A Bronco goalie is prepa






The Men's Volleyball team this year faced new chal-
enges with newfound recognition and a changing team
dynamic. Just last year, the men's club volleyball team
finished 9th in the nation for Division 1 club competi-
tion. This year, the team faced their second round at
the D1 level, with their sights set high for a REPEAT
^1 league title and a spot in the top 16 at nationals. The
team knew it would be tough having graduated three
senior starters, two of which had been the presidents
and four year members of the club. The team added five
new freshmen, two new presidents, and a new coach,
giving them a new team chemistry
that they hoped would take them
to the top.
Facing STIFF competition
from eight teams in the Northern
California Collegiate Volleyball
League, including teams from Cal
Poly, UC Berkeley, and Stanford,
the team practiced hard and
played hard all season long.
"We compete in tournaments
outside of our league to better
prepare our team for the national
tournament," said junior middle blocker and club presi-
dent Scott Clark. "We placed second at the Far Western
Tournament held annually in Davis, which hosted 20
teams."
During the season, the team practices three times a
week, with games falling on Fridays and Saturdays.
"Unlike varsity teams, the club atmosphere allows
the players to stay involved on campus, PURSUE their
career aspirations, but still have the opportunity to play
a sport that they love," said Clark. "This year we were
nationally recognized so other schools knew who we
were and wanted to BEAT us. This team is smart and
works hard. We just had to play even better this year





Members of the Men's SCUTS's
Club take down a player at one of
their home games. The boys played
on Bellomy Field.
MEN'S RUGBY
Although the ball may look the same, rugby
is not football. SCUTS's (Santa Clara University
Touring Side Rugby Club) goal is to offer MALE
students an opportunity to learn the sport of rugby
and EXPERIENCE intercollegiate play.
Last year's team graduated six experienced
SENIORS, and this year's team formed the
friendships which are so necessary in building the
core of a true team. While the team only plays six
intercollegiate matches, their SEASON focuses
on developing, both personally and as a team,
into more experienced rugby players.
ROOKIE sophomore Salman Shariat, fresh-
man Conrad Egusa, and freshman Sean Carusi
play the positions of SCRUM-half, fly-half, and
tight-head prop. Sophomore Mitch Ryan SETS
up at fullback and junior John Travis plays wing.
Sophomore Greg Ginotti plays weak-side flanker,
and senior Captain Gabe Pattee anchors the
squad at strong-side flanker.
WOMEN'S RUGBY
With more than halftheWOMEN'S rugby team
comprised of rookie players who had never even
seen a RUGBY match, they had a big challenge
to face. The women had the challenge ofteaching
the new players the FUNDAMENTALS of rugby,
which include only being able to throw the ball
laterally or backwards and how to score a "try."
Although the TEAM had the challenge ofteach-
ing players the basics, seniorAnna Portales says
they "have picked up the game very quickly." The
women's team COMPETES against only four
schools, and therefore "It's difficult to come back
from one loss," according to Portales. HOWEV-








This year's Women's Rugby Club
Team was made up of mostly rook-
ies. The team spent time practicing
basic rugby plays.
SCORING A "TRY"
Members of the men's team,
try to catch the ball in order to




President of the Boxing Club, Arturo
Alvarez Ramirez works on his
punching skills during one of the
group's many practices.
HIT, JAB, UPPERCUT
The Men's Boxing Club fought hard
in the ring during the annual Dodge
Ackerman Memorial Bout. The team
won 5 out of 6 of their matches.
MEN'S
boxing
With hooks, jabs, and UPPERCUTS, the boxing team
really knows how to put on a show. The sport of boxing
is a one that requires strength and dedication. There
are NUMEROUS rules that require the use of boxing
gloves and limit legal blows to those striking above
the waist and on the front or sides of the OPPONENT.
Points are awarded for clean, solid blows to the legal
area while hits to the HEAD and torso are especially
valuable. Although many people assume that the point
of boxing is to inflict pain on the other person, the PRI-
MARY emphasis is scoring ENOUGH points to win the
match. During their annual Dodge Ackerman Memorial
Bout, the SCU boxers took on Cal Berkley, USF, San
Jose State, Air Force Academy and Reno. The SCU




Senior Mike Pelzel, won his match
at the Dodge Ackerman Memorial
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WE USED OUR CREATIVE
IMAGINATIONS
WE HAD FUN TOGETHER
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Stephanie Alcantara Christina Alexander Jacquelyn Alexander Luis Altamirano Jr. Zinnia Amoyen Kristin Andersc
Richard Anderson Jaclyn Antonopoulos Alexander Aragon Rachel Araneta Patrick Arevalo Shadia Arroyo
Bryn Asher David Askarinam Andrew Auerbach Thomas Avery Esther Ayorinde Majd Ayyoub
Krishna Babitsky Elise Bacci Lindsey Bacolini Megan Baker Jessica Ballweg Maribel Banuelos
112 SENIORS
Steven Bassi Tyler Baucher Lauren Beaumont Loretta Beavers Sarah Beddingheld Kathryn Belasco
Sarah Bennett Justin Benz Dionisialynn Bernard Richard Bersamina Alison Berthold Denise Bertuccelli
Eric Bingham Carly Bird-Vogel Emily Bjorklund
nthony Blagrove Stephanie Blocker Lindsay Blok Theodore Blosser Nini Bocalan Hillary Boiler
SENIORS 113
Brynn Booras Sarah Boskovich Elliott Bosslet Alexis Bothman Bonnie Bowman Terrence Boyd Jr
Lena Brancatelli Courtney Branich Anupreet Brar Mara Bravo Gonzalez Andrea Brayko Paul Breucop
Christopher Bridges Alisa Bright Austin Brizgys Christine Brooks Jesse Brooks
Nicole Brown Sara Brown Sarah Bryant
Allison Brown
Jeffrey Buckley Rosanna Buckley Selina Burgoon
Erin Burns Erin Byer Vincent Cafazza Jessica Calderon Aspen Calkins Jamie Campbell
114 SENIORS
idy Candido Nicholas Cantrick Cory Caprista Laura Carcione Kristin Cardosa Richard Carlson
:helle Carrasco Caitlin Carty Manuel Carvajal Amanda Cary Michael Castellano Vicente Castro
inathan Caswell Michaela Cawley Amy Chan Hendrick Chan Lisa Chan Tien-Yi Chang
Kara Chase Kimuyen Chau Cynthia Chavez Alvin Chen Shengyu Chen Lynn Chikasuye
Valerie Chin James Cho Rena Chock Heidi Choy Jacob Chu Jessica Chung
SENIORS 115
Amparo Cid Marina Claesson Jessica Clee Stephani Clifford Erika Codera Kristine Colyai
Niamh Conlon Meredith Connolly Reid Conti Melissa Contreras Lisa Cooper Mario Corderc
Michelle Cordua Jenelle Costa Lauren Costabile Catherine Cote Elizabeth Courter Chelsea Cowell
Jonathan Crabtree Samara Crasilneck Kendall Craver Sean Croghan Joshua Crosson Natasha Crum
Jason Cunliffe Stephanie Currier Michael Curry Rebecca Cushman Jessica Dales Taylor Dalton
116 SENIORS
Erin Davis Lauren Davis Robert Daze Monique-Mary Dejong Valentin De La Fuente Michael De Lano
tthew De Long Sara Demaray Dawn Dennis Everett DePangher Julie Deroche Keith DeVey
eAna DiMeo Robert Dirksen Michael Donohoe Kathleen Dooling Jackson Dovey Jessica Dow
SENIORS 117
Leah Dunne Danika Dykstra Maia Earle Anita Ellias Steven Ellis Kristen Elserou^
Emily Eng Kendyl Eriksen Daniel Erwin Natalie Evans Natalie Evans Natalie Evans
Michelle Evanson Ashley Fabeck Cidney Falk Gary Falzon Ryan Fante Susana Faria
Aleksandr Feinberg
118 SENIORS
Jennifer Ferber Andrea Ferguson Siddiqui Ferheen Stacy Fernandes Anthony Fernandez
Jefhany Feske Richard Field Cristina Figone Abigail Figueroa Christopher Fischer Kathleen Fitzsimmons
tohn Fleming Diego Flores Reynaldo Flores Christina Flynn Elizabeth Foley Trisha Folse
Melissa Fong Nathan Fong Patrick Foreman§ David Foster Kerrie Foy-Babbage Jarrod Franks
'a Fredrickson Jeremy Fuentes Alyssa Fularon Ralph Fullerton Marc Gagnon Melvin Gaines
nnifer Gainza Christine Gajdos Laura Galindo Mariana Galindo Victoria Galvan Carolina Garcia
SENIORS 119
Rene' Garcia Mark Garibaldi Michael Garrett Elizabeth Garvey Elizabeth Garvin Nolan Gaudreau
Lisa Gauyan Natalie Genco Christie Genochio Kirsten Germeraad David Gettelman Mashall Ghori
Kelly Giddings Jana Gigliotti Donna Gih Birpartap Gill Jack Gillum Eli Girod
f« ^1
Olivia Gistand Andrew Giustini Richard Gobea Catherine Goethals Alexandra Goldberg Matthew Goldenbei
Amber Gonzales Roopa Gottimukkala
120 SENIORS
Timithie Gould Jessica Graham Andrea Graziosi Jonathan Greco
atrick Green Rachel Greenberg Gary Griffin Jennifer Grisaitis Patrycjusz Grobelny Elizabeth Grover
vier Gutierrez Justin Gwerder Hollv Haase Aroba Hafeez Andrew Hagen Meagan Hall
Lara Halteh Kathleen Hamm Nicholas Hammer Davin Hang Robyn Hanson Toby Hardman
Laura Harker Jenni Harmon Jennifer Hart Lindsey Hart Hayley Hartstein Rhea Hautea
SENIORS 121
Amelia Hendardy Meghan Hennessey Andrew Hennigan Robin Hepworth Herawaty Herawaty Lisa Hernande
Marcos Hernandez Waide Hicks John Hinman James Hinsley Kate Hitchcock Matthew Hively
Kwan Ho David Hoffmire Lindsey Hogan Anna Hoguet Kellyn Hohnbaum Kathryn Hollowa\
Celina Holmes Toriana Holmes Tom Holzhauer Jeanne Hood Rebecca Hope Terrence Horan
122 SENIORS
Kasev Howe Jennifer Hsu Lu Huang Jordan Hubert Tara Hudson Thomas Huens
Zarien Hughes Patrick Hughes Anders Hur Genevieve Hurt Milynne Ibarra Anthony Igwe




Daniel Jacinto Nicole Jackson Veronica Jacquez Jessica Jang Leslie Jao Andrew Jenkins
Nina Jenkins Bill (ensen Paul Jockisch Emily Johnson Mindy Johnson Ryan Johnson
SENIORS 123
Bianca Jones Janet Joseph Alice Joy Rebecca Juell Kari Kallio Jason Kalman
Anita Kamath Mary Kane Noemi Kawamoto Laura Keck Karen Kelley Kyle Kelly
Megan Kelly Steven Keng Amy Kennedy Charissa Keup Sabira Khan Sabrina Khan
Aarti Khanna Ronald Khater Paul Kieffer Audrey Kim Kristin Kinder Ashley Kiss
Michael Kledzik Zachary Knight Kevin Koch Eric Kochanski Jacqueline Koh Melinda Kohar
124 SENIORS
Tine Krassilnikoff Karl Kuehn Mallorie Kumpf Audrey Kyu Alyssa Label James Lacamp
Kin Lai Tanya Landsberger Lindsey Lantis Alyssa Lantz Nicole LaPrade Alison Larsen
Landis Lau Taylor Layman Deborah Lazor Nicholas Lazzarini Duy Le Holly Le
Jm Le Tram-Anh Le Wilson Le Yung Le Patrick LeBrun Anthony LeDonne
.
SENIORS 125
Britt Lee Jennifer Lee Jonathan Lee Diana Leon Dominic Leone Eduardo Lerma
Jasmin Llamas Amy Lo
n t
Elise Levine Janet Liberatore Matthew Lightner Shannon Linerud Helen Liou Dan Liu
Pearl Lo Sara Loboy Adria Lombardo Jennifer Long
Katherine Longcrier Carolina Lopez Christian Lopez Melisa Lopez Rachel Lopez Kristen Lorang
Sierra Lovelace Maren Lovgren Karen Lu Patrick Luck Shan Lui Sarah Luther
126 SENIORS
ra Macken Misa Magliano Leslie Maglione Russell Mangan Nathan Manousos Anthony Manzo
>eneb Marasigan Scott Marquard Benjamin Marsh Cristina Marshall Nicole Marshall Kathy Martell
:a Martone Courtney Marunda Phillip Maskiewicz Michael Mason Mari Matsumura Jason Matteucci
I, yn McAvoy Shannon McCabe Carolyn McClure Catherine McCoy Stephon McGrew Kate McKay
SENIORS 127
Ryan McKernan Kellan McNamara Krista McNamara Mayka Mei Sydney Melzer Sarah Mena
Elizabeth Menefee Aileen Menjivar Matthew Meyerhofer Lauren Michalski Kendra Middendorf Lesley Milk
Bradford Mills Giovanni Minelli Christie Miranda Maria Miranda Naimatul Mirza Naoe Miyata
G. Moraleda Gabriel Morales Santina Moran-Seaborne Tito Moreira Denis Moreno Tamara Morg
Mary Moritz Timothy Morris Joanne Mosher Kristen Moss
128 SENIORS
Stig Mowrer Deidre Mraz
<s* *
Allison Mruk Alexandra Munoz Ambar Munoz 3ridget Murphy Gretchen Nachtwey Anaya Nanda
atthew Nelson Ross Nelson Man Ng Rosalyn Ng Hoa-Mi Ngo My Ngo
\nrny Nguyen Debbie Nguyen Giana Nguyen Nhung Nguyen Thuy Nguyen Tina Nguyen
Jyen Nguyen William Nguyen Alex Nickel Jessica Nicolas Michael Nicoletti Travis Niesen
:holas Norman Lisa Normington Jose Nunez Vinicio Oliver Janet Olsen Aaron Olson
SENIORS 129
Genevieve Olwell Katrina Orbe Lindsay Ott Varant Ovanessoff Gabriel Ozorowski Andrew Pacini
Kara Pads Christina Padden Benjamin Painter Michael Pal Candice Palmer Seanan Palmero W
gj
Jennifer Payne Jennifer Peck Katherine Pelensky Ashley Penrod Kristina Pereira Tully Erin Perez
Jose Perez De Tagle Jennifer Perkins Cassandra Perret Amber Perry John Petersen
130 SENIORS
Dana Pfaffle Robert Pfahnl Julie Pfotenhauer Doanan Phan Ly Phan Leigh Phillips
>evin Phillips Yoana Picazo Michael Pienovi Kaitlin Pigott Jodey Pini Michael Pleas
Traci Pohlson Jared Pool Thomas Porter Scott Potter Sean Powell Laura Prickett
•*
t
jdmila Prisecar Donald Prolo Jennifer Pruett Gariety Pruitt Henry Qi Brigid Quigley
Mathan Raabe Karina Ramirez Anna Ramnani Marisa Randazzo Marc Rasmussen Kara Rasplica
SENIORS 131
Caroline Ratajski Adron Ray Matthew Reardon Catherine Reedy Michael Reekers Sheila Reid
Maria Revutsky Alissa Rey Eryn Reyes Jeremy Reyes Michael Rhoads Alexandre Rhor
Michelle Rhoney Alicia Rice Kelsey Richardson Darby Riley Vernabela Rimando Eva Rincon
Timothy Robles
132 SENIORS
Cristina Rodarte Janelle Rodas Eloisa Rodriguez Michelle Rodriguez
Eric Rojas James Romey Colleen Ronchelli Paige Rossetti Stacey Rotta Joanie Rui
)anielle Rumpf Maura Ryan Sheeva Sabati Megan Sabo Deanna Sainten Darya Sakharova
>ngela Saldivar Brittney Salvatore Christopher Salzmann Sangeeta Sampat Jessica Santamaria Danielle Santana
Toni Santiago Tessa Santoso Martha Saracino Maria Sasaki Patrick Sauls John Savio
\ndrea Scales Eric Schaber Julia Schmidt Erin Schoenfelder Mateja Schuck Carrie Schuler
SENIORS 133
IKevin Schwaba Dominic Scotto Anne Scudder Shannon Segers Jasper Seldin Patrick Semanskv
ml 1
Oana Seremeta Lena Shaw John Shepard Andrew Sherbo Laurie Sherry Angela Sibal
Ferheen Siddiqui Kristin Siem Stefanie Silva fimmy Silvestre Erica Simmons Troy Simpson
Colleen Skinner Marguerite Skogstrom Nathaniel Smith Diane Snodgrass Lindsay Soderberg Septhania Soetiart
Diana Solatan Monica Solek Bryan Song Kevin Sotto Vanessa Speckman Christie Sperry
134 SENIORS
Salter Stephenson Kendra Stacker Jennifer Stoddard Sanjay Stokes Jennifer Strehlow Watalya Strigelskaya
Kiley Strong Jessie Strunk Nabeel Subainti Matthew Sullivan Bryan Sumoba Kelsey Swanson
vlarisol Sweeney Catherine Swendiman David Swig Kristen Swoboda Chanelle Takemoto Carlos Tames
?yan Tamminga Merrill Tan Julene Tanimoto Kristen Tanner Matthew Tarantino Alexandra Taylor
SENIORS 135
Bently Taylor Kevin Teh Robert Thomas Wendy Thomas Anna Thorburn Charles Tibshirani
David Tkach Adrianne Tom Monica Tomich Stefanie Tong Jenay Tower Anna Tran
Hgp ^^^K




Michael Tung Nicholas Turpin Alison Twombly Brian Ukestad Alexis Undi
Helen Uong Kevin Uyematsu Elisa Valentine Michael Vancura Caroline Vaughan Michael Vavrichek
136 SENIORS
ecilia Vazquez Ariana Velasco Andrew Vendrell Gregory Vering Lehuamakanoe Michelle Victorio
Verkerke
\rneil Villena Dinaz Vilms Michael Vincent Andrew Vlasaty Joy Vongspanich Daniel Wade
ineth Waggoner Alexis Wallace Maureen Walsh Elizabeth Warburton Danielle Warner Kelly Watanabe
zabeth Watson Jamie Weaver Audrey Wede Katrina Welch Geoffery Wellington Kainoa Westermark
drew Western Sharon Whang Amy Whelan Kelsey Whittier Carolyn Wickersham Stacia Wickland
SENIORS 137
Katherine Wieland Erik Wiesehan Marc Wiesner Matthew Wilcox Christopher
Wilderotter
Ashley Wright Jenny Wu
Christine Yeung Caroline Yip Jennifer Yoon Melissa Yue Nina Yuen
Asna Wilkerso:
Christopher Willett Jillian Williams Jonathan Witherow Brian Witter Colin Wood Mark Wooste
Eun Yang Michelle Yang Christopher Yee Joshua Yee
Linda Yun
Heng Yu Teh Francesca Zanfini Jennifer Zehenni Yanjun Zhang Tyler Zick Rose Ziegler
138 SENIORS
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Such a great achievement -we are so blessed to have a wonderful
son, and a big brother. An inspiration and a role model to your younger
siblings. We believe in your talents and your wisdom to use them well.
Through perseverance and patience, you have learned to deal with
adversities. You're so focused on what is really important and is deter-
mined to achieve the highest goal in life. As you approach another
milestone and walk confidently down the path toward your chosen
career, we wish you continued success. God is always with you and
He shall see you through. Once again, you've made us very proud. We
love you!
Dad, Mom, Mariz, & Arren







It has been an
exciting journey
from the first first
day to the last first
day of school.
Lindsey Marie Hart
We are so proud of you and
all you have accomplished.
We know how much you have
enjoyed your 4 years at SCU
and wish you the best as you
enter the next phase of your
life. We know you will continue
to do great things.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Jessica
Ryan McKernan
The first lost tooth. The first
sleepover. The first school
dance. The first time living far
from home. We've endured
and cherished these moments
with you, R-Boy. We dream
now of the many more firsts to
celebrate with you!
To our first child and number




Once upon a time a beautiful baby girl
named Alyssa was born. She brought
sunshine, love, laughter, and happiness
into her parent's life. Before our eyes this
beautiful baby girl grew into a beautiful
young lady. Along the way she developed
a special friendship with another beautiful
girl named Wendy Thomas. The two
traveled together from Nevada Union
to Santa Clara University where they
experienced many new things. During the
past 4 years through thick and thin they
have remained true friends. As they both
graduate from Santa Clara University and
travel new paths we would like to let them
know how proud we are. It would be nice if
we could keep you under our wings but we
realize that we must allow you to spread
your wings and allow you to fly free. Our
love and support will always be with you.
With Love,




would have been such a special
moment in your dad's life if he
would have been alive to cel-
ebrate your college graduation.
You will always be daddy's little
girl. He was always so proud
of you.
We watched you grow up
through the years of changes.
First, with dance classes,
next playing the clarinet in
middle school, and then went
on to become a beautiful
competitive ice skater and
nstructor. No matter what you
have accomplished, you
always wanted to be the
best.
Your brother Chris,
and myself, are also very
proud of you and would
like to wish you all the








Clara from your family in
Pennsylvania. We are so
proud of you. Follow your
dreams and know that we
will always be here for you.
We love you more than
words can express. We wish
you a future full of love,




And your siblings from
another Jesuit university,
the University of Scranton,
Patrick '98, Meg '99






Jvticheffe we are so proudofyou! HJe thank, the
fiordup above for hfessincj thisfamify with a
wonderful dauahterandlovina sister, you went
from heina the hahy in the famify to a hjndand
hardworhjna woman. H)e only wish you the hest
in the years to come andknow that areat thinas wiffhappen.
Thank, you for heina the hest that you can he andopenina your heart
to everyone. Jvtay Qodhfess you, auide you always and
protect you. H)e fove you so much Jviicheffe. you didit!












What a joy it has been to watch you grow into the
amazing woman you have become. Your hard work, your
determination, and your beautiful smile have been present
every step of the way. As a student, an athlete, a musician,
you are always our incredible daughter, sister, niece and
friend. Congratulations on all of your accomplishments. We
wish you much happiness as you follow your dreams.
All our LOVE, Mom, Dad, Kyle, Mike and Uncle Erie
Travis Niesen
You have walked a path set before you, not of your own
choosing, but of the journey of life God has chosen
for you. From your very first step to the present you
have approached life with an open mind, caring heart,
enthusiasm, intensity, and a high moral standard. We are so
proud of all that you have become. May your future hold a
continued journey of adventure and the opportunity to make
an even larger positive difference in the world.
Love you




And the Class of 2006
Wise, kind, and gracious...
With love and pride
in all you have accomplished
182
Angela Christina Saldivar
All our dreams can come true-
if we have the courage to pursue them.
Be strong and courageous, and act;
do not fear nor be dismayed,
for the Lord God, my God, is with you.
/ Chronicles 28:20 NASB
###
Today you are a little wiser, truer to yourself and
more confident and comfortable than before. You
are stronger and deeper on the inside because of the
experience life has given you and softer around the
edges because of the things you have let go of along
the way. You are clearer about your dreams and your
purpose and richer because of the laughter,
love, and friendships you have shared.
We are very proud of you and all that you
have accomplished. You have so much to
offer and your options are endless.
We love you with all our heart.
Dad, Mom, and Vanessa
Kristen Lorang
You are a shining
example of what a







You are a shining
example of what every
parent wishes their
daughter was and we are
so very proud of you.
Congratulations and
we wish you luck with
your career and life in






graduation! We are so proud of
your achievements. With great
friends, world travels, and creative
activities you've made the most
of your college experience. Your
family and friends in St. Louis and
around the globe always wish you
the best.
Love, Dad, Mom, and Patrick
Jenni Harmon
Congratulations, Jenni
With an abundance of pride
and joy, we all applaud your
achievements.
All our love forever,
Mom, Dad, Greg, Holly,





Matthew! You have worked
hard all through school and
we are very proud of you. It
has been wonderful to see
you grow from a tiny infant,
learn about the world
around you and take on the
challenges set before you.
Always be a man of integ-
rity, character, kindness,
generosity, strength, and
love. Follow the path the
Lord has set before you.
Journey with Him and
you will never lose your
way. We love you and are




To our favorite son- that is
almost off our payroll. We are
very proud of the wonderful
person you have become
and we are excited about
your future. Your smile, quick
wit, intelligence, charming
personality, and kind heart will
take you far. You can climb
out of the bucket now!




Live life to the fullest
1 JBp^^l Love with all your heart
I j|Q^^^^d Be happy!
I ll§§cl§iP§liil We're so proud that you're our
Plifiiiiliili
son!





all your hard work
and achievements in
these past four years.
Continue to strive to be
the best, continue to
work hard and success
will always follow. We
will always be there for
you. We are very, very
proud of you and are
so blessed to have a
daughter and sister like
you!
We love you,
Mom, Dad and Katie
Vinicio Oliver Jr.
VINICIO, MY FIRST BORN
THE SON MANY HAVE TOLD
ME THEY WISH THEY HAD.
IT SEAMS LIKE YESTERDAY
WHEN I BROUGHT YOU
TO SANTA CLARA. I KNEW
YOU WOULD MAKE IT. I'M
SO PROUD OF YOU AND
OF YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS.
GRANDMA AND I SPEAK
OF YOU ALL THE TIME.
GRANDMA ALWAYS TALK
ABOUT HOW RESPECTFUL
YOU ARE AND HAS ALWAYS
BEEN. KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK AND DON'T STOP
HERE. KEEP ON STRIVING
FOR MORE AND MORE
SUCCESS AND ALWAYS
REMEMBER THE WORDS
YOU WROTE ON NOVEMBER







Congratulations! You've accomplished so much in
our years. You've earned your success through
jiligence, hard work, and a love of learning. We
ire very proud of you! Wishing you happiness and
success in everything you do. God Bless you.
.ove,
\/lom, Dad, Jeffrey, & Melissa
Patrick J. Hughes
Patrick,
Congratulations! You've done it! Four
years of college are behind
you and your whole future is
ahead of you. We are so very
proud of all you have accom-
plished. May all your hopes





Knowledge comes, but wisdom
lingers.. .(Alfred Lord Tennyson) Politics
ought to be the part-time profession
of every citizen who would protect the
rights and privileges of free people
and who would preserve what is
good and fruitful in our national heri-
tage. (President Dwight D. Eisenhower)
We know you will take these seeds
planted at SCU and, with God's
grace, make them flower.
We love you, Mom, Dad & Bryce
Jennifer Payne
Dear Jennifer,
You've worked very hard
and can be proud of
your accomplishments.
As you move on to the
next adventure in your
life, know that our love
and support are always
with you. Shoot for the




"What lies behind us and
what lies before us are
tiny matters compared to




6 hi —i x—/ —j 1
V!
\_) \^ oAmaxlxv rrutnxiAJJOCcLhja/ a/ ia> i*Aa>, no/ruiM/
z/xaauLo; w \ax/ iQstsxvaJLb;... Q) exxA/ iu/ rrvcA>mxi/ u/ p^u^e^oo/ pa/ia- dxuv ua/ rneJuoA/ cpiui/ tw- qaxmAau^ tasesi/. <Jj> uA^ui/ eX
S ea/ta/zxwi/ Lp eA/teA< ctt^/pu^A/Lci/ cu tto/ta/i/ LaA/ caAaA/ y\malAjoAj. . . c/ lx^ tc-nqxiA/ rrvtecLo/ acuvcu&*su ibtXasuLnles. & <o
LeJOuZ' CCMlXtOXV rrMJMTtO^ XXjtUXCLi O/A/CA/ UAXCU ZyXJOALrtAAUVeAAl' XXAXrzAjO/ OjO/ZO/ qJ/LOA' OSUXhXlXUXiss. <J OA/ CLUSL/ QAAjQjbj OAAyeA^UV'
<MQSVQX\ArtSl/ OAL/ \Aj. ^XJUUCesUl/ LaA/ A/e^aA/UTW/CnioA/, LUA/ eA-pe/l04V*OA/ Lp tllA/ tiAAAUnjCLtbr.
O tv t/oen-eA/ muszivcu zrv <l<mmaajqmasv. <J <urui/ tu/ KajlvyvqjQj, vsq/v LoAjq/x/ rvas \jl> a/aAisuLbj. u w ViAunuKiy mv eJu oavoj cA/
wrMv rruLcuiaa' oaJO pAxupt/eA/Q/., a-rui/ u<i/u O/fva/.
<J osu ccwla/ cutlq/ pi/eA/wvta/iA/
LaA/ apxi/ti^i/n/wuwLeA/ txusoAxiAj uj akLescankszi*/..
o Ckfca/ la/ \iaXXauzjoj (Ley Lev ikaa/, ip la/ p/T/U/C/Oa/
pa/ui/ ui<pxa/X/
(Ley laA/ m^taA/ rrtaA/ a/IXaA/ wv ui/ >iicla/.. (JLao/ux/i/.,
exi/ula/i/,
cLa/i/, up QAijnxasa/iAA/i/. 3 nsosv wULumjQj,
nxv t«-rui/aA/ tema/i/ a/ yvoakux/ LeAAs&.
WheJizveJi youn. ^utufie. may le,adi may you always have. the. wisdom S AtJiength to
follow youn. dne.anu>, the. counage. and ambition to me.et neM challenged and may you know
the. happineJ>6 and pnide. that cornet with -4acce44.
Jimmy, "We one. extnexneXy pnoud o£ youA achie.ve.mentA" . Ke.e.p beXlzv-ing that
you can do anything you dzA-Oie. and that LtLfie. can le.ad you through an educational
expedience, with me,moftleA you can cheJii&h.
RejnzmbeA. alutayA. . .itfe, aAe. youn. family and Auppont o& all tiitics. . .good on bad.
We. want to with you 6ucceJ>6 in all that you e.nde.avoK.
We love. Vou So much.
Thd CampoA ' VamJJjj
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Mary Kolesnikova
b my dear daughter,
/laruria, I want you to remember that I love you more than anything and I
/ish you all the best as you embark on the journey of the rest of your life. 1
m proud of your sense of adventure, your spirit, your loving nature and cour-
ge. I have always been proud of who you are and all you have accomplished.
'hank you for the joy, laughter, and love. Wherever you travel in your dreams
nd life, forever I will be there for you and you in my heart. With your deter-
lination, discipline and hard work, all your wishes will most certainly come
ue. Think freely and practice patience. Make new friends and rediscover old
nes, and when true love comes along, welcome it and never let go. Believe in
ourself. When you do something that is important to you, you give it your all.
low you are ready for that next stage in the theatre of life and I know you will
ucceed.










II Our Loire,& Best Wishes-
iom,, Dad,, Matt, Po[m>, Aunty Aileen& Uncle, Kajtdy,
'(tele, Paul, Aunty Candy &. Uncle, Doug, Heather,
niii, Aunty Annie, St Uncle, Walt; Tanya,, Brio, Qarrett,
. Tisha,; Aufttyjoey & Uncle,Jim,; Kya*i,Joni& TyLer;
wama, a*ui QUiaer.
1 J P^^ W 1
Steven Keng
Wishing you§ Rf**** : ** f 1 new worlds to conquer,
1 ^' 1 new adventures to discover,
I 1 new dreams to make
1 ^tm\\ Jm\ m
come true.
May success shine on
1 mm you always!1 Congratulations on your
graduation!
Dad & Mom
BRO! You're THE BOME3! 1 1
You have come a LONC B H
way on your road to sue H "» •••"!§ MM
cess. Don't forget, I 1
1 ALWAYS got your bac k! | ^ -^ L 1






Words cannot express how proud I am of you. I know that you have worked hard to
achieve your personal best. You have learned lessons about yourself, your natural
talents and those things that will challenge you in the future. I have always impressed
upon you how important a good education is to your long-term goals and quality of
life.
To my baby daughter, I'm very proud of you. Thank God for a daughter like you! And
remember your Dad & your brother Harry in Heaven, will be forever proud of you.
Thanks for being understanding, being strong, and ALL your patience. I do love you
very much... keep up your good work!
With lots of love,
Your Mommy
As you graduate and prepare to
go into the working world, we
want to tell you how proud we
are of all that you have accom-
plished, as well as offer some
words of advice. Keep up that
drive and enthusiasm! Re-
member what Dad always told
you, "Use your head - that's
that lump three feet up from
you butt!" And from Mom,
"The greatest use of life is to
spend it for something that will
outlast it." Our determined,
beautiful, talented, outgoing,
and caring, baby of the family
has done it!!
Thanks for making us
extremely proud!!
Love Mom & Dad
Drew Gulick
We are so proud
of your many
accomplishments,






Love, Mom & Dad
Marisol Santos Sweene)
We know that you







Our sweet angel Esther,
We knew from the beginning that you were a very special
daughter. Not only are you beautiful, intelligent, and vivacious,
but your kindness and sensitivity has touched all that have
known you. You continue to shine and we know that you will
continue to accomplish whatever you set out to do. We love
you with all our hearts and wish you the best of luck in all your
endeavors. May God continue to bless you, protect you, make
you shine, give you long life, good health, and prosperity. This
is just the beginning of the amazing adventure that lies ahead
of you. Once again, congratulations!!!




As we look back on your childhood, we have
wonderful memories of you as a little girl.
Being our little "blondie", your doll "Coco baby",
your first pony ride in our backyard, boat
trips with your net on the docks and the Sun
Valley "brat pack" ski team. We have seen you
survive bicycling in Sun River, riding wagons
with your friends down the ravine, learning to
drive and changing schools. You were always
strong and very independent. We admire your
accomplishments, especially the singing, the
golfing and the dedication to being a good
camp counselor. You have been an inspiration
to many people and you have a very big heart,
which touches many people, most importantly,
your family. We still remember your costume and
your dedication to clown ministry for children.
You have grown into a thoughtful, caring young
woman and you can use all of your talent,
experience and heart to guide you into the
future. You are much loved by each of us.
Congratulations on your graduation.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Missy and Gabby.
Geoff Wellington
Congratulations!
A job well done
You are a son to be proud of
A son who carries his loyalty
deep and strong
A son who inspires and instills
pride in those who know you
A son who loves his family
We are proud of you, son







"Sveikiname!" Vytas, our "Lithuanian Hoopamanian," way to go.. .and in medi-
cal biology, too! We're so proud of you! "Aciu labai" for trusting us as your
parents. We gave you strong wings to fly away. You have soared. At Santa
Clara, you've learned many lessons, further grounding yon in life's priorities:
God, family, and friends. ' kGo for it" is indelibly etched on your heart
—
you
rork hard and play hard. As a graduate, you know that within you are many
lore answers you have yet to discover. You have all the tools. Your life will be
lat you want it to be. Life will continue to pose its challenges. May your faith,
immon sense, humor, and resilience provide hope during tough times. True
iends are always there for you. Continue to navigate your life using your soul
a compass. With God at your side, all is possible. "Visada prisamink Lie-
ra irpriminkja savo vaikams! Mes Tave labai mylime!" Love, Mom & Dad
Salvador Moreno Jr.
Congratulations!
Your life has not always been
easy but you have risen to the
challenge and become a young
man that we love dearly and are
very proud of. God bless your
future, each step of the way.
Love always,







in a quite absolute,
final way. What




thing. It will decide
what will get you
out of bed in the
morning, what you
will do with your
evenings, how you
spend your week-
ends, what you read, who you know, what breaks your
heart, and what amazes you with joy and gratitude. Fall in
love, stay in love, and it will decide everything."
- Pedro Arrupe, SJ
Congratulations Kevin!
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Colin, and Erin
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Kelly C. Giddings
We gaze upon our precious jewel and
wonder at the path so steep
you chose to reach the your lofty goals
beyond our hopes, our prayers, our dreams.
You filled our hearts, from the beginning
with a glow ofjoy and love
that brightened our every moment
with your smile, your heart, your soul.
Your future calls, you have the courage
shown upon your path so steep
to reach new heights of great achievements take
our prayers within your heart, our love so deep.
We love you
and




Dearest Kendra, One more milestone conquered, your horizons are broadening, and you've accomplished
so much! Yet, are you ready? Are you ready to take all you've learned from family and friends, from teachers
and mentors and now go out on your own? Are you ready? Is your heart and soul filled with determination
and dreams? Do you feel Christ at your side, always there to be with you every step of your life?
Then say, I am ready. I will meet the world, and the world is mine - for you don't ever really leave anyone on
this journey to find yourself. We are all still here, Dad, Mom, Luke, and Isaac, your grandparents, cousins,
and friends. We are holding you in our hearts, praying for you, always willing to give you a boost, or of
course, a word of advice.
God has given you wonderful gifts. It's your time - Are you ready?
Our love always, Mom and Dad
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TaylorR Layman
"What is the recipe for successful achievement?
To my mind there are just four essential ingredients:
Choose a career you love. ...Give it the best there is in you....
Seize your opportunities.... And be a member of the team." -Benjamin F. Fairless
Ty,
Congratulations on your academic achievements! You have won the
"academic race!" We are proud of your perseverance and dedication to your





Only if we understand,
will we care.
Only if we care,
will we help.
Only if we help
shall all be saved.
-Jane Goodall
Dearest Kendyl,
As you scan this new
horizon remember where
you came from and
where you are going
Congratulations!




Bravo pour ta reussite sur le
continent des mangeurs de
hamburgers. Ton courage, ton
opiniatrete n'ont d'egal que ta
gentillesse et ton bon coeur.
Une nouvelle vie commence
pour toi, si tu I'abordes
aussi bien que tes etudes,
sache que meme loin, nous
sommes tres fiers de toi.Tu


















We are so proud of you. You have accomplished so
much to get to where you are today and we know you
will strive to accomplish even more to get even further.
We are proud to have such a great son and brother
in our lives and we wish you the best as you continue
your life journey and we are eager to see you continue
to grow into the great person we know you will become.
Love,




Your four years at Santa Clara University have gone by so fast! Cherish all
those memories! It has been an experience you will never forget, (like catch-
ing that big fish)! Just think, no more final exams! You will soon begin another
chapter in your life - a career with Kosich Insurance Agency - Dad looks for-
ward to working with you and sharing your knowledge, never stop dreaming
and challenging yourself.
We are so very proud of you.
Love, Mom and Dad
Greg, congratulations on your college graduation! Best wishes in all your







you are well on your
way to achieving
your life long (or so it
seems) goal.
We can not express
how proud and happy
we are that you have
reached this point.
Nor can we express
how proud and happy





Looking back on the past four
years, it is clear that Santa Clare
University was a good decision
for you. Your accomplishments !
in The School of Engineering
and in the pool with the Broncos
water polo team produced great
memories.
CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE, MOM, DAD & ELISA
Lisa Marie Hernandez
"BE CAREFUL FOR WHAT YOU WISH,
FOR ONE DAYTHEY MAY COME TRUE
WE WANTTO THANK SISTER
KATHERINE FOR BELIEVING IN YOU.
MR AND MRS RAVIZZA FOR MAKING
ALL OUR DREAMS COME TRUE.
WE'RE ALL PROUD OF YOU,
CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE, KERRI, ADAM, JOEY, LARRY





TO OUR DEAR SWEET MARY NADINE
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!!!
MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE
ALL OUR LOVE ALWAYS,
MOM, DAD, & BOBBY
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Kent Loss Harkness
You were a good baby.
You started Kindergar-
ten in style with your
"Pac-Man" lunch pail
and are graduating col-
lege in style as a three
time calculus taker, a
student who thought you
never needed to attend
class or open a book to
pass, and a student who
started studying just
before a test followed
with amazement when
receiving a lower than
expected grade. Now
a new Chinese Proverb
just for you, "Get job
ASAP, food is essential
for continued... What will
the future hold for you?
Congrats! Mom and Dad
Nina Kumari Jenkins
Nina, we are incredibly
proud of you. You have
taken the past four years
and taken out of them
everything we could have
wished for and more. You
have taken advantage of
amazing opportunities that
have come your way and
have used those experi-
ences to their fullest.
I know that this sounds like
all the other cr@p people
write, but we are in awe of
you, and we do love you
dearly. We are all confident
that whatever you choose
to do next you will succeed
and we look forward to the
next stage of your life.
Sai Ram,
Mum, Dad, Stuart & Cleo
Chelsea Cowell
Chelsea,
You stole our hearts
the day you were born.
You were a beautiful
baby and you have
grown into a beautiful
young woman. We are
so proud of you and
what you have become.
Your talents and
achievements are
more than we could
ever have hoped for
Congratulations on
your graduation!




It's been a fast 22 years! From
the fire ants in Mississippi, to
the blizzards in Wyoming, to
the earthquakes in California,
there have been some
memorable times. You have
been an athlete, a scholar,
a leader, and a wonderful
person. The sport on which
you focused changed from
soccer, to basketball, to golf
but you always brought great
energy and skill to them all. You
have had definite preferences
(Nike to Apple) and interests
(Michael Jordan to Southeast
Asia). You've already grown
and accomplished a lot, but
much more is to come. Hold on
to your dreams and continue to
believe in yourself.




Your journey from a curious, happy child to a
lovely, young lady has been a joy!
May you have as much happiness in your
future as you have brought to us!
All our love,
Mom and Dad




Daddy and Mommy are very proud of your great




&3pjjB We love you very much
vr . * and are so very proud of
H mr^r JHl I you and of all that you
^^Pr^r ;->^SW B B have accomplished. Your
1*^51 Krai v 1 hard work and perse-
| verance has and will
continue to reap your
rewards.
We wish nothing but
happiness for the futurea f j^^^^-« —
I
and know that you will
be extremely successfiji 1 w ""^R 1
no matter what line of
f Jtvs*^ ^M
endeavor you pursue. \
will always have our
support and love. -.-j
With all our love, Mb ifc*_
Dad, Mom,
fl m m m m
Brit, Rick and Jim ^«*w
Paige Rossetti
From your first day of
kindergarten to your






work has paid off. We are
proud of your success at
Santa Clara and all those
years along the way.
Pacheco was a breeze.
Teach was a challenge.
Laguna was fun. SLOHS
suited you well. But
SCU has been your best
achievement yet and the
time you spent in Barcelona
was inspiring. We look














and as a Christian.
'ou have grown up quickly-
from infant to toddler
,
to preschooler,
to grade school kid,
to teenager and now adult.
\long the way you have done a lot








proud we are of your
determination and
persistence. You did it
with class and a style that
is all your own. Never did
you complain. You are an
amazing young man. Your
future looks so bright.
We feel proud and
blessed to be your
parents. Your integrity
and dedication are to be
admired. God Bless you
all the days of your life.
Our prayer always for you
is that the Lord be with
you and guide you in all
of your life decisions. In
His will is your peace and
joy. We love you Jodey.
Mom and Dad.
Jenay Tower
Our wonderful princess is now an
accomplished young woman. Treat the
world and yourself royally
but don't take your kingdom
too seriously. Your "Portland
Palace" always awaits you.
Congratulations on your
graduation, Jenay! We love






You are God's gift to me
and to the world. I'll say
again, with certainty, what







We are so very proud of you.
Over these years we have
watched and loved every
minute as you became a
loving, kind, and confident
young lady.
Wishing you all the best in
happiness and success!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and The Family
Alexis Bothman
Alexis,
We are all very proud of you and what you have accomplished
these past four years. Your tenacity and perseverance have
made you a better, stronger person. Do what you love and
have a passion for and you will always be happy. We all love
you and wish you all the success and happiness in the future.
Congratulations on your College Degree!!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Andrew, Ashton, Alyssa
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Eryn Marie Escritor Reyes
Yeng,
You are a wonderful daughter
and student, and we could not
ask for more. You have exceeded
our expectations by what you
have become. We are very proud
of you!
Congratulations,
Mom, Dad, and Kathryn
John Emedardo Rivera
Dear son, since the moment
you were born, you have made
as all so proud. Your personal-
ity and generosity makes you a
very special. You have come a
| long way, from Woodside Ele-
mentary to Menlo School and
then to Santa Clara University.
Now that you are finally done,
the world awaits for you with
abundance of opportunities.
Remember to always dream
big and reach for the stars




life but specially on your
graduation day.




We are very proud of what you have
accomplished. We always believed
that you would make it this far. Our
brother is a nice, caring, and kind
to us and you are always a good







This could be your ad
Your next year if you are going
1 Photo 1 to be a senior. See the
1 Here I yearbook adviser or
anyone on the yearbook





Congratulations! ... and all in just three years, wow! You have
enthusiasm for life that captivates the people around you. You are
intelligent, vivacious, handsome, charismatic, and funny. Here are a
few quotes to guide you through the future:
"Wherever you go, go with all your heart." -Confucius
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is
no path and leave a trail." -Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars."
-Les Brown
"Put your future in good hands - your own" -Author Unknown
"What we are is God's gift to us. What we become is our gift to God.
'
-Eleanor Powell
Continue to be the good person that you are, stay humble, and all the
rest will fall into place.
You are so special and we are so proud of you.
Love-Dad. Mom. Mark, and Marissa
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letter from the editor
It seems as though every year at Santa Clara is as new and different as the last. New events both politi-
cally and culturally, continually shape our opinions and views as we move forward as Broncos. Year after
year, The Redwood, continues to strive to commemorate these events in order to stimulate memories for
our current and future alumni and this year has been no different. We have made it our goal to provide
the best record of the 2005-2006 academic year possible and we truly hope that our readers find it a
valuable record of this year at Santa Clara.
Producing our book takes the work of an overwhelming number of individuals and departments on
campus, so I would like to extend my thanks to a particular few: Gordon Young, Jon Gray and the
Center for Student Leadership, each of the eight Chartered Student Organizations, Student Records,
The Access Office, Lauren Studios, Scholastic Advertising and Dash Perkins, Monica Brown and The
Yearbook Company, and Jef Myers with Josten's. Each of these people and groups has tremendously
affected our book and I am truly grateful for their support and willingness to work with us.
On a personal note, I'd like to say thanks to my amazing staff. You all made this possible and I am so
grateful to all of you for working on this project with such enthusiasm. This has been my best year yet,









Center for Student Leadership, Benson 1
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Attn: The Redwood
The Redwood regrets and apologizes for any misspellings, omissions of per-
sons in both name and photo, or erroneous identification. All are purely acci-
dental and in no way intentional on the part of The Redwood staff, publisher,
photography studio, or faculty advisor. We are not responsible for students
classified above or below their actual class level, as our information is pro-
vided by the unit tracking system in place at Student Records. Our coverage
ranges from September to March in order to make our May shipment deliv-
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